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In this paper we will explore the similarities and dieren es between two feature logi based approa hes to the omposition of semanti representations. The rst approa h is
formulated for Lexi alized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG, Joshi and S habes 1997), the
se ond is Lexi al Resour e Semanti s (LRS, Ri hter and Sailer 2004) and was rst dened
in Head-driven Phrase Stru ture Grammar. The two frameworks have several ommon
hara teristi s that make them easy to ompare: 1. They use languages of two-sorted
type theory for semanti representations. 2. They allow underspe i ation: LTAG uses
s ope onstraints ≥ while LRS provides omponent-of onstraints . 3. They use feature
logi s for omputing semanti representations. 4. They are designed for omputational
appli ations. By omparing the two frameworks we will also point out some hara teristi s
and advantages of feature logi -based semanti omputation in general.

1 Introdu tion
Ex ept for a few early and largely informal explorations of the relationship between semanti

representations in uni ation-based frameworks using typed fea-

ture logi s (TFLs) and the lambda

al ulus-based Montague Grammar of main-

stream resear h on semanti s in linguisti s ( .f. Moore 1989; Nerbonne 1992), for
a long time there was little or no expli it
niques for semanti
logi

onne tion between these two te h-

representations. Sailer (2003) nally proved that a feature

for Head-driven Phrase Stru ture Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag 1994)

su h as Relational Spe iate Re-entrant Language (RSRL, Ri hter 2004b) is suf iently expressive to en ode a higher-order logi
two-sorted type theory (Ty2, Gallin 1975), and the
lambda
bed a

su h as Intensional Logi

or

ombinatorial system of the

al ulus. This means that it is mathemati ally possible to

ompletely em-

ategorial semanti s su h as Flexible Montague Grammar (Hendriks 1993)

within a TFL grammar. However, unde idability results make it unattra tive to
integrate RSRL or alternative feature logi s that are expressive enough for a di-
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re t logi al spe i ation of HPSG grammars wholesale in grammar development
environments. On the other hand, redu ing the expressivity of the feature logi
prevents a logi al spe i ation in the feature logi
operations of the lambda

of the syntax of Ty2 and basi

al ulus su h as beta redu tion. In addition, it should

be noted that it is at least an open question whether the assumption is justied
that semanti

omposition in natural languages

the te hniques provided by the lambda

an be adequately des ribed by

al ulus. Other means of semanti

ompo-

sition might turn out to be better suited to analyze the relationship between the
semanti s of synta ti ally

omplex expressions and their

onstituents in natural

languages.
To prevent misunderstandings it should be stressed very
not mean to say that the lambda
the

omposition of meanings along the synta ti

Due to the universal nature of the lambda
of

learly that we do

al ulus is in any sense insu ient for spe ifying

omputation it is likely that this goal

want to raise is whether the lambda

stru tures of natural languages.

al ulus as an abstra t

hara terization

ould be a hieved. The question that we

al ulus is a linguisti ally

adequate

expressing as dire tly as possible the most important linguisti
over the me hanisms of semanti

omposition in natural languages. One of the

prime purposes of this paper is to present key
to the lambda

tool for

generalizations

al ulus. These key

on epts of an attra tive alternative

on epts will appear in two mathemati al

implementations. The two views on the same

on epts that our

omparison of

two frameworks oers are meant to highlight what belongs to the abstra t ideas
behind what we essentially view as one single alternative, and what is due to
parti ular realizations of the basi

on epts in terms of dierent mathemati al

stru tures in two grammar frameworks.
Uni ation-based LTAG semanti s (Kallmeyer and Romero 2007) and LRS
(Ri hter and Sailer 2004) draw dierent
expressivity needed in a feature logi

on lusions from the tension between the

for the spe i ation of the

and representations of Ty2, and the requirements of ee tive
one of the

ombinatori s

omputation. As

onsequen es, they use feature logi s of dierent expressivity for simi-

lar purposes in semanti

omposition. Like Minimal Re ursion Semanti s (MRS,

Copestake et al. 2005) they do not use the lambda
for the semanti

ombinatori s. In

al ulus but the feature logi

ontrast to MRS, however, whi h fo uses al-

most entirely on the design of semanti

representations for large- overage gram-

mars without saying mu h about the interpretation of the derived representations,
LTAG semanti s and LRS subs ribe to model-theoreti

semanti s and truth

on-

ditions spe ied in terms of Ty2. To over ome the tension between the demands
on the expressivity of the feature logi

and on the

the system, LTAG semanti s and LRS
ti s

ombines a restri ted feature logi

provide semanti

omputational properties of

hoose dierent options. LTAG semanwith other mathemati al stru tures that

representations and take over

omputational tasks. LRS relies

on a uniform logi al spe i ation and a re-implementation of the LRS module of
grammars in a

omputationally tra table

of these two options of implementing
be worked out in the

onstraint language. Important features

onstraint-based semanti

omposition will

ourse of our dis ussion below.
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In this paper we will investigate the two solutions whi h our two frameworks
provide for integrating a model-theoreti

semanti s with synta ti

typed feature logi s. We will fo us on the te hni al

stru tures using

hoi e points, identifying those

properties of the two syntax-semanti s interfa es whi h the two approa hes have
in

ommon despite the te hni al dieren es, and those whi h dier due to dierent

means of

ombining the synta ti

and semanti

module of grammar. This will also

help distinguish fundamental properties of a feature logi -based syntax-semanti s
interfa e from a

idental properties of a single system whi h are due to parti ular

grammar ar hite tures.
The paper is stru tured as follows: Se tions 2 and 3 will lay the mathemati al
foundations for the

omparison of the two frameworks. Se tion 2 will briey intro-

du e the most important logi al properties of the HPSG framework, indi ate how
LRS

an be spe ied in the same TFL as an HPSG grammar, and present the

most important prin iples of LRS together with the analysis of a simple senten e.
Se tion 3 is the

ounterpart of Se tion 2 for LTAG: A short summary of the math-

emati al ar hite ture of LTAG is followed by an overview of the framework for
LTAG with semanti

uni ation and the role of TFL in this framework. The anal-

ysis of our simple example illustrates how the
The next two se tions are

omponents of the theory intera t.

on erned with a dire t

omparison of spe i

ru ial

aspe ts of LRS and LTAG semanti s. Se tion 4 fo uses on the treatment of s ope
ambiguities and the role whi h TFL plays in their des ription. Se tion 5 shows
how the dieren es in the appli ation of semanti

underspe i ation te hniques

in LRS and LTAG lead to dierent analyses of negative
linguisti

on eptually important question of whether semanti
tori s is based on feature logi

are

this might not be true. Se tion 7

systems whose

ombina-

ompositional. Although re eived opinion has

it that they are not, Se tion 6 sket hes a

onstru tion for LTAG that indi ates that

on ludes our investigation by a summary of the

dieren es between the two systems and of the
semanti

on ord, an interesting

phenomenon at the syntax-semanti s interfa e. Se tion 6 turns to the

ommon properties of TFL-based

omputation.

2 Lexi al Resour e Semanti s
In the LRS ar hite ture the feature logi

may be used to spe ify the entire gram-

mar, in luding well-formed Ty2 terms as semanti
of

representations, and their mode

omposition. This idea is parti ularly straightforward to implement in HPSG,

sin e HPSG assumes an expressive feature logi

as the single means of stating

the entire grammar. While HPSG is by no means the only grammar ar hite ture
whi h

an be

ombined with an LRS

simple, be ause the HPSG

omponent,

ombining them is parti ularly

onstraint language itself

an be employed to spe ify

the LRS stru tures. In this se tion we will explain how this

an be a hieved and

what it means for an HPSG grammar with LRS semanti s.
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2.1 HPSG: Grammars as Logi al Theories
From a mathemati al point of view, an HPSG grammar is a logi al theory

on-

sisting of a signature and a set of axioms. The purpose of the logi al theory is to
hara terize all and only the grammati al linguisti

stru tures of a natural lan-

guage. The signature de lares the non-logi al symbols whi h the grammar writer
may use, and it imposes

ertain stru tural

onditions on interpretations of the

grammar. Non-logi al symbols of this kind of feature logi

are sorts, attributes

and relation symbols. The set of sorts is organized in a partial order, whi h is

sign, word and phrase, and the
word and phrase below sign. HPSG's signs must have a
synsem attribute with values of sort synsem, ategory obje ts (whi h are found as
alled the

sort hierar hy.

Examples of sorts are

HPSG sort hierar hy puts

ategory) must have a head attribute with a small set

values of the attribute

of possible values while they do not have a synsem attribute, and so on. Typi al
HPSG relations are the binary relation

member (for stating that some entity is on
append, whi h is often used to state that

a list or in a set) and the ternary relation

the list-value of an attribute is obtained by appending the list-value of a se ond
attribute to the list-value of a third attribute. The stru tural restri tions on interpretations that we have des ribed above
whi h de lare
(su h as

ome from appropriateness

ertain attributes (su h as synsem) appropriate to

sign) and pres

onditions

ertain sorts

ribe the possible sort-values of these pairs (e.g.,

synsem).1

The statements of the logi al theory (the axioms) are known to linguists as the
prin iples of grammar. Their syntax uses the standard boolean logi al

onne tives

( onjun tion, disjun tion, negation, et .), existential and universal quanti ation,
and the attributes, sorts and relation symbols of the signature. The synta ti
omponent of an HPSG grammar uses these symbols to state prin iples su h as
the Head Feature Prin iple (the head value of a phrase and its head daughter
are identi al), the Sub ategorization Prin iple (regulating the dis harge of
arguments of a synta ti

fun tor) or the Immediate Dominan e Prin iple

(playing the role of phrase stru ture rules of generative frameworks). We will not
repeat any of these prin iples but illustrate HPSG's typed feature logi

with a

brief sket h of a TFL spe i ation of LRS.

2.2 HPSG with an LRS Semanti s
In a TFL spe i ation of LRS, two

omponents

an be distinguished. First, we

need to spe ify the syntax of the language of semanti

representations, i.e., the

language whi h we want to use to spe ify the meaning of linguisti
previous work on LRS, this has always been Ty2 for

ompatibility with the se-

manti s literature in linguisti s, but many other logi al languages are
andidates without major
ombinatori

on eivable

hanges to the overall ar hite ture of LRS. Se ond, the

system must be spe ied. The

stri tions on semanti

signs. In

ombinatori s determines how the re-

representations provided by synta ti

1 Readers more familiar with algebrai
and attributes are like unary term

daughters and their

spe i ations might note that sorts here are like their types,
onstru tors. There are no

ounterparts of

onstants in algebrai

signatures. Thanks are due to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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ombination as well as the nature of their synta ti

the restri tions on the meaning of the phrase. It is this
the kind of stru tural information in syntax and semanti
refers to whi h form the

mother determine

ombinatori

system and

representations that it

ore of the LRS theory. In prin iple, any logi al language

strong enough to express these prin iples, and any synta ti
prises the relevant synta ti

stru tures

theory whi h

om-

an be used to spe ify a grammar with an

LRS module.
The TFL spe i ation of the syntax of Ty2 is very te hni al, and we do not
need all of its details in the present

ontext. To provide a general impression of

how it works, Fig. 1 shows a fragment of a signature for Ty2.

ty2
me

type

type

variable num-index integer
onstant num-index integer
appli ation fun tor me
arg
me
abstra tion var
variable
body me
equation arg1 me
arg2 me
negation arg me
generalized-quantier var
var
restr me
s ope me
every
some
three
logi al- onstant arg1 me
arg2 me
disjun tion
onjun tion
impli ation
bi-impli ation
...

Figure 1
Fragment of the signature for a grammar of Ty2 expressions
The sort

ty2

subsumes all other sorts in the hierar hy, as indi ated by inden-

tation. Its most important subsort is
spe i

subsorts for the logi al

me (meaningful expression), with maximally

onstru ts needed in the language. All expressions

are typed, with the types en oded as values of an attribute type. Variables and
onstants bear a natural number as their index, sin e our semanti
language provides a

ountably innite set of variables and

For example, the 127th
grammars, these

onstant of type

e

is designated

representation

onstants of ea h type.
onsth126,ei . In linguisti

onstants are usually given more intuitive names. The

onstant
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onsth126,ei might thus be referred to by the symbol john', and

onsth126,he,tii by

laugh'. Our signature fragment also in ludes sorts for three generalized quanti-

ers,

every, some

and

three,

generalized quantiers

whi h we will need in our linguisti

an of

examples. These

ourse already be expressed with other basi

stru tions in our syntax for semanti

representations,

viz.

on-

variables, appli ation,

lambda abstra tion and equations. In luding them expli itly in our synta ti

on-

straint language for Ty2 expressions will, however, turn out more than just a
simple

onvenien e when we formulate restri tions on the o

of ) quanti ational expressions within

urren e of (subsets

ertain stru tural domains. Further details

of the signature of Ty2 su h as the sort symbols for the en oding of integers and
the type system are omitted from Fig. 1.
Of

ourse, the signature alone does not guarantee the well-formedness of the

expressions in the denotation of the grammar. To obtain this, we need a theory of the set of well-formed expressions of Ty2. (1) shows two of the ne essary
2

prin iples:

(1) a.

b.


type 2


in
application → 
functor type
out

arg type 1


type truth
equation → arg1 type 1 
arg2 type 1



1 

2 

(1a) requires that in an appli ation, the argument be of a type that the fun tor

an

ombine with, and the resulting type is determined by the fun tor. For

example, if the fun tor is of type
yields an expression of type

hti.

he, ti,

it takes an argument of type

hei

and

(1b) says that an equation is of a truth type

(i.e., true or false), and the two arguments of an equation are of the same type.
More restri tions of this kind are needed for all logi al

onne tives, as well as

restri tions whi h guarantee the niteness of Ty2 stru tures and the existen e of
a bije tion of Ty2 expressions and the Ty2 stru tures in the denotation of the
TFL spe i ation of Ty2.
Ty2

3

The full set of axioms needed in a TFL en oding of

an be found in (Penn and Ri hter, 2004, pp. 426429). In order to avoid

umbersome notation, TFL des riptions of Ty2 expressions are typi ally avoided
in spe i ations of LRS grammars. Instead it is

ommon pra ti e to write (par-

tial) Ty2 expressions in TFL des riptions. It is important to keep in mind that
this notation a tually abbreviates des riptions of Ty2 expressions, and one su h
meta-expression may in fa t des ribe an innite number of Ty2 expressions. This
should be ome

learer in our examples below.

2 In RSRL, tags are treated as variables, and all variables in grammar prin iples must be bound by a
quantier. By

onvention, if no quantier binds a tag in a given prin iple, this tag is understood to

be bound by an existential quantier taking wide s ope over the entire expression.
3 This means that Ty2 expressions are en oded by the grammar in su h a way that for ea h Ty2
expression there is one
these stru tures

lass of isomorphi

stru tures in the denotation of the grammar su h that

orrespond to the expression.
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omparison with semanti s in LTAG the spe i ation of the

ombi-

natorial system of LRS is even more important than the exa t details of a TFL
en oding of Ty2. The main idea here is as follows: Signs refer to various aspe ts
of their meaning in various feature values. The values of their LRS features restri t the meaning

ontribution to the utteran es in whi h the signs may o

ur.

Although it is very tempting at the beginning, the Ty2 values of LRS attributes
su h as ex ont, in ont and parts should thus not be understood as des ribing
separate Ty2 expressions. It is more useful to think of the des riptions of these
feature values in a sign as separate but intera ting

onstraints on the possible

meanings of the utteran e to whi h the sign belongs. Metaphori ally speaking,
these restri tions are

olle ted as we go up the synta ti

tree until we have

ol-

le ted them all as restri tions on the ex ont value of the overall utteran e. LRS
grammars are written in su h a way that the ex ont value of an utteran e is
a Ty2 expression whi h spe ies the meaning of the utteran e. When looking at
ea h utteran e in the denotation of an LRS grammar one dis overs that in fa t
all LRS attributes of all signs in the utteran e have values whi h are

omponents

of this ex ont value. In other words, the des riptions of these feature values in
the grammar turn out to be restri tions on the ex ont value of the utteran es
predi ted by the grammar.
The s hemati

des ription of signs in (2) reveals the main distin tions made

in the feature geometry:



(2)

sign
phonology







synsem











lf





phonological structure



category (local) syntactic structure 






content









ext-index 





local 




content index var me 









phi index 



main me




lrs



excont me








incont me
parts list(me)

LRS distinguishes between lo al (lexi ally oriented) and non-lo al ( ombinatorial) aspe ts of the semanti s of signs. The lo al aspe ts
synta ti

an be sele ted by

fun tors and are lo ated under synsem. More pre isely, they are under

the attributes var and main, whi h are both lo ated at the traditional pla e for
semanti

representations in HPSG, the

ontent value.

The attributes whi h are responsible for building the semanti

representa-

tions of phrases from the semanti s of their daughters are under a new attribute

logi al-form (lf), whi h is not a
is appropriate to the sort

sign.

Three

essible for sele tional restri tions sin e it
ombinatorial aspe ts of the semanti

resentation of a sign are identied: The external

rep-

ontent (under ex ont) is the

7
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ontribution whi h a sign makes at its highest synta ti

the overall utteran e in whi h it o
that part of the semanti
any operator the sign
semanti

proje tion to

ontent (under in ont) is

urs; the internal

representation of a sign whi h is within the s ope of

ombines with; the parts list marks those pie es of the

representations

onne ted to words whi h

to the utteran e in whi h the word o

urs.

4

ount as being

ontributed

We observe that every subterm of

the meaning representation of an utteran e must be introdu ed as an element on
the parts list of (at least) one word in the utteran e.
representation of an utteran e must

5

Conversely, the meaning

ontain all elements on all parts lists of all

words in the utteran e. Intuitively speaking, the meaning of an utteran e
pre isely of those sub-expressions whi h

onsists

ome from the words in it. Nothing

an

be added from outside, and nothing gets lost.
The fun tion of the new attributes is best understood by
semanti

onsidering the

analysis of a few words in LRS:

(3) a. John:



phon

john


"

#
noun





head




cat

subcat

ss loc 





′

index var 1 john 



cont
′


main 1 john






excont me





incont
′
1 john 

lf 
′
parts
1 john
b. laughs:



phon

laughs
"


#
head verb
E
D

subcat NP 1 




cat
ss loc 




cont main 2a laugh′



excont me


incont
′
2 laugh ( 1 )
lf 
′
′
2 laugh ( 1 ), 2a laugh
parts
















4 Readers familiar with the development of HPSG might re all that Kasper (1997) used attributes
alled e ont and i ont in an analysis of re ursive modi ation whi h solved

ertain problems with

Pollard and Sag's original proposal for analyzing the semanti s of modiers in HPSG. The attribute
names are adapted from Kasper by LRS to a knowledge the inspiration Kasper's paper gave for
distinguishing between

onstituent-internal and external

ontent. However, the two approa hes

dier signi antly in detail, and this is not the pla e for a omparison.
5 As we will see in Se tion 5, there are spe ial ases in whi h at least one of the meaning

ontributions

of two (or more) words may be identi al. In parti ular, the single sentential negation in negative
on ord

onstru tions may

ome from several n-words and the negative marker in a senten e.
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. always:


phon always





adv

cat head

mod V[loc cont main

ss loc 



subcat
elist



cont main 5a always′




excont me




′
lf incont 5 always ( 3 )

′
′
parts
5 always ( 3 ), 5a always

&

2a

⊳

2a

3

The analysis of proper names su h as
proper names are analyzed as
the semanti



John




] 











(3a) is parti ularly simple. Sin e

ontributing only a non-logi al

onstant (john') to

representation, the index var value, the main value, the internal
ontribution (on parts) are all identi al. Note that

ontent and their semanti

the four attributes refer to the very same symbol in the denotation of the TFL
ontent of the word John is
me (meaningful expression) indi ates

spe i ation, as indi ated by the tag 1 . The external
not lexi ally determined. The ex ont value

that any Ty2 expression is permitted. Only when the word is

ombined with a

fun tor will other prin iples x the ex ont value (whi h will also be john').
Verbs su h as

laughs

are more interesting. Its lo al main value is laugh', indi-

ating the lexi al meaning of the word. Its internal
the predi ate laugh' to a lexi ally underspe ied
propriate type. Whi h

ontent is the appli ation of

onstant or variable of the ap-

onstant or variable it is will be determined by the subje t

NP, whose var value, 1 ,
perspe tive of semanti

ontributes the relevant logi al argument.

ontributions to the utteran e in whi h it o

6

From the

urs,

laughs

provides the appli ation whi h we already saw as the in ont value, and the nonlogi al

7

onstant laugh'.

verb does not

The parts list of

laughs

does not

ontribute the relevant expression of type

utteran e in whi h it o
The subje t NP of

urs. This expression is

laughs

e

ontain 1 , sin e the

to the meaning of the

ontributed by the subje t.

is synta ti ally sele ted by the verb as the rst ele-

ment on its sub at list. The notation `NP', employed here to des ribe the rst ele-

laughs, is a frequent abbreviation in the attribute-value
synsem obje ts with a
saturated (empty) sub at lists and head value noun. Elsewhere we will use similar standard abbreviations for verbal synsems (V, VP) and adjun t synsems (A).
The des ription of the adverb always, (3 ), introdu es another important type

ment on the sub at list of

matrix (AVM) notation of HPSG des riptions. It des ribes

of

onstraint on semanti

representations,

omponent-of

onstraints. The analy-

6 The identity requirement between the var value of the synta ti ally sele ted argument and the
logi al argument of laugh' must in fa t be relaxed when we extend the analysis to arguments that
are denite des riptions of type

e su

h as

the student, and semanti

Sailer 2004 for the relevant generalization in terms of a

ally similar

omponent-of

onstru tions. See

onstraint. For our present

purposes, the simpler identity requirement will su e.
7 For the purposes of the present paper, we ignore the index var value of verbs, for whi h Ri hter
and Sailer (2004) propose event variables.
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resembles the analysis of

laughs,

ex ept that

always

as an adverb

sele ts its argument via the mod attribute instead of a sub at list. The sele ted
argument, 2a , of the operator always' is, however, not analyzed as an immediate
argument. Instead the lexi al entry requires that 2a be a
ment, 3 , of

always.

If nothing else intervenes and the type of the main value of
ould be identi al to 3 in a given sen-

the sele ted argument were appropriate, 2a
ten e as far as the
omponent-of

omponent of the argu-

omponent-of

onstraint is

on erned. As this example shows,

onstraints are used for saying that (i) one expression belongs in an

argument slot, or (ii) is in the s ope of another expression. However, we usually
do not know whether the rst expression

ombines with something else before it

ts into the relevant argument slot in (i), or whether we fa e a relationship of
immediate s ope in (ii). Moreover, type
be

lashes might for e the rst expression to

ombined with something else rst before it ts into the alloted slot.
Two things deserve to be pointed out about the lexi al entry in (3 ): The

typing of the always' operator as a predi ate taking a truth value is, of

ourse,

an oversimpli ation and only meant as an illustration of the guiding ideas.

8

Se ondly, note that the type of laugh' (he, ti) and the subterm requirement of (3 )
su e to guarantee that laugh' has to apply to its argument rst so as to t into
the argument slot of always'. Type restri tions of this kind play a very important
role in the use of underspe i ation in LRS.
Before we

an analyze senten es, we need to introdu e the most important

LRS prin iples, the In ont Prin iple, the Ex ont Prin iple and the LRS

Proje tion Prin iple. They are listed in (4). For simpli ity, we assume binary
bran hing stru tures throughout this paper.
(4) a. The In ont Prin iple:
In ea h

lrs,

the in ont value is an element of the parts list and a

omponent of the ex ont value.

lrs →


excont
 incont
parts

1



2 ∧
3

member( 2 , 3 ) ∧

2



⊳ 1

b. The Ex ont Prin iple:
Clause (a):
In every phrase, the ex ont value of the non-head daughter is an
element of the non-head daughter's parts list.

phrase →

"


excont
nh-dtr lf
parts

1
2

#

∧ member( 1 , 2 )

!

Clause (b):
In every utteran e, every subexpression of the ex ont value of the

8 For a real semanti

analysis

ompatible with the present LRS framework, one

ould follow the

LTAG proposal of Kallmeyer and Romero (2007).
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utteran e is an element of its parts list, and every element of the
utteran e's parts list is a subexpression of the ex ont value.

u-sign →



∀1 ∀2 ∀3 ∀4 





excont
lf
parts



∧

(member( 3 , 2 ) ∧

4

1
2

3

⊳

1

⊳ 1)

!



∧ member( 4 , 2 ) → 



. LRS Proje tion Prin iple:
In ea h

phrase,

1. the ex ont values of the head and the mother are identi al,

phrase →



lf excont 1
h-dtr lf excont

1



2. the in ont values of the head and the mother are identi al,

phrase →



lf incont 1
h-dtr lf incont

3. the parts value

1



ontains all and only the elements of the parts

values of the daughters.

phrase →



lf parts
1
 h-dtr lf parts
nh-dtr lf parts



2
3



∧ append( 2 , 3 , 1 )

(4a) requires that the part of the meaning of a sign whi h is outs oped by
everything else (the internal

ontent) is a tually

and is a subterm of its external

ontributed by the sign itself

ontent. The external

ontent is governed by two

prin iples whi h have to do with maximal proje tions. A

ording to ((4b), Clause

a) the maximal proje tion of a sign (identied as the non-head daughter of an
embedding sign) must be a
external

ontributor of its external

ontent. In other words, the

ontent must originate from within a maximal proje tion, it

from outside. ((4b), Clause b) is a

that the meaning of an utteran e (its external
those symbols and ways of

ontent)

losure prin iple says

onsists of all and only

ombining symbols (by appli ation and abstra tion)

ontributed by the signs in the utteran e. The proje tion prin iple (4 )

makes sure that internal and external
proje tions and the
are

ome

losure prin iple. Every sign in the language is a

daughter of one unique unembedded sign or utteran e. The

whi h are

annot

ontents are identi al along synta ti

ontributions to the semanti

head

representations of all daughters

olle ted in the parts lists of the mother nodes.
With the lexi al entries and the

the semanti

ore LRS prin iples we

an already derive

representation of a simple senten e. The analysis of (5) is shown in

Fig. 2.
(5) John always laughs.
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S

exc 4 always (laugh′ (john′ ))

inc 2
pts h 2 , 2a , 5 , 5a , 1 i


comp

′

head

NP

VP



exc 1
inc 1

′
pts h 1 john i


exc 4
inc 2
pts h 2 ,

John

&

5




2a , 5 , 5a i

⊳

4

head

adj
A

V



ss l c hd mod V:[main 2a ]




exc
5


lf inc
5 always′ ( 3 )  
parts h 5 , 5a always′ i



exc 4
inc 2 laugh′ ( 1 ) 
pts h 2 , 2a laugh′ i

Figure 2
LRS analysis of John always laughs

Ea h word spe ies its

laughs

& 2a ⊳ 3
always

ontribution to the overall meaning of the senten e

(parts), the part of its semanti s whi h is outs oped by all signs it
(in ont), and the overall semanti

ombines with

ontribution of its maximal proje tion (ex-

ont). The feature per olation me hanism introdu ed by the LRS Proje tion
Prin iple identies in ont and ex ont along head proje tions and olle ts the
elements of the parts lists of the daughters at ea h phrase. The

ombination of

the adjun t with a verbal proje tion indu es a number of restri tions: Sin e ea h
non-head daughter's ex ont must be on its parts list (Ex ont Prin iple,
Clause a) and the in ont must be a

iple), the ex ont of
ex ont of

always

always

must equal the in ont of

must be within the ex ont of

Clause b). Next, the in ont of
to the

omponent of the ex ont (In ont Prin-

omponent-of

laughs

always.

must be in the s ope of

onstraint in the lexi al entry of

lexi al entry

iple ((4b), Clause b)) requires that the semanti
use up all and only the parts

Moreover, the

(Ex ont Prin iple,

always,

laughs, john', is identied by sub ategorization,
of laughs ((3b), tag 1 ). The losure ondition of

argument of

semanti

laughs

always

a

ording

(3 ). The semanti
as indi ated in the
the ex ont Prin-

representation of an utteran e

ontributions of all signs, whi h nally yields the

representation spelled out as the ex ont des ription of the S node in

Fig. 2. As the reader may verify, this expression is the only solution of the
bined

onstraints on the semanti

onstraints

om-

representation of the overall senten e. These

ome from the lexi al entries as well as from synta ti

properties of

the senten e.
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2.3 Summary: The Ar hite ture
In this se tion, we showed that LRS

an be integrated seamlessly with the logi al

ar hite ture of HPSG. There is no distin tion between the TFL spe i ation of
synta ti

stru tures and the TFL spe i ation of semanti

arry the truth
onstraints

representations whi h

onditional meaning of the entire stru ture. Synta ti

and semanti

an intera t freely. It is an important feature of this ar hite ture that

underspe i ation is a matter of the TFL level of grammati al des riptions. The
stru tures in the denotation of the grammar are
semanti

omplete stru tures, in luding the

representations. This means that there is no semanti

underspe i ation

in the denotation of the grammar.
It is not ne essary for a grammar with an LRS semanti s that its

onstraints

are expressed in the same language as the rest of the grammar. An example of
a system whi h uses distin t languages is the

omputational implementation of

LRS in the TRALE system des ribed in Penn and Ri hter 2004. The

Language for Lexi al Resour e Semanti s (CLLRS) is a spe
guage designed to fa ilitate the notation of the
te hni al overhead

ialized

Constraint

onstraint lan-

onstraints and to eliminate the

aused by the TFL en oding of the syntax of Ty2. In CLLRS

the well-formedness of the semanti

representations is guaranteed by an indepen-

dently implemented set of well-formedness axioms that the user does not have to
de lare or even know (Penn and Ri hter 2005). Despite the dierent approa hes
in CLLRS and the LRS ar hite ture presented in Subse tion 2.2, CLLRS maintains the tight
semanti

onne tion to synta ti

stru tures. It supports

inferen es are grounded in synta ti

may trigger synta ti

onstraints in whi h

stru ture, and semanti

stru ture

onstraints. All properties of LRS relevant in our

ompar-

ison between LTAG semanti s and LRS are preserved in CLLRS. However, the
omparison of LTAG semanti s and LRS is more transparent when we
to a single typed feature logi
for semanti

an refer

with a uniform model theory whi h is responsible

representations and for synta ti

stru ture simultaneously.

3 Lexi alized Tree Adjoining Grammars and Semanti Uni ation
In

ontrast to the LRS integration with HPSG using one single TFL, LTAG is

hara terized by a modular ar hite ture, where the feature logi
semanti

omputation and nothing else. The basis is a synta ti

formalism with a limited generative
linked to semanti

is used solely for
tree-generating

apa ity. The trees from the grammar are

representations that are sets of Ty2 formulas that need to be

put together. The way these formulas are

ombined in order to obtain the meaning

of natural language expressions involves two further hara teristi s of the grammar
ar hite ture of LTAG semanti s: First, the semanti

representations are linked to

feature stru ture des riptions, whi h en ode 1. the arguments needed to

omplete

the formulas and 2. the values provided as possible arguments for other formulas.
Depending on the tree
value equations are

ombination operations performed in the syntax, feature

omputed between the dierent feature stru ture des riptions,

at whi h point some of the open argument slots in the semanti

formulas are

lled. Se ond, the result of this pro ess is still an underspe ied representation,
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Substitution in TAG:

;

A

A↓

A↓

Adjun tion in TAG:

A

A

A

A

;

∗

A

Figure 3
Substitution and adjun tion in TAG

similar to the ones proposed in Hole Semanti s (Bos 1995) and Minimal Re ursion
Semanti s (MRS, Copestake et al. 2005). In order to obtain the nal meanings of a
senten e one has to

ompute the dierent disambiguations of this representation.

In the next se tions we will des ribe the

omponents of this system.

3.1 Lexi alized Tree Adjoining Grammars
LTAG (Joshi and S habes 1997) is a tree-rewriting formalism. An LTAG
of a nite set of

elementary

onsists

trees asso iated with lexi al items. From these trees,

larger trees are derived by substitution (repla ing a leaf with a new tree) and
adjun tion (repla ing an internal node with a new tree). The two operations are
depi ted in Fig. 3. In

ase of an adjun tion, the new tree,

has a spe ial leaf node, the

foot node

alled an

auxiliary tree,

(marked with an asterisk). LTAG requires

the nodes involved in these operations to be labelled with the same non-terminal
symbols (A in Fig. 3). When adjoining a tree to a node
subtree with root

µ

µ, in the resulting tree, the

from the old tree is put below the foot node of the auxiliary

tree. Non-auxiliary elementary trees are

alled

initial trees. Ea

h derivation starts

with an initial tree.
The elementary trees of an LTAG represent extended proje tions of lexi al
items and en apsulate all synta ti /semanti

arguments of the lexi al an hor.

They are minimal in the sense that only the arguments of the an hor are en apsulated, all re ursion is fa tored out. These linguisti
the

properties are formulated in

Condition on Elementary Tree Minimality (CETM) in Frank (2002).
ru ial property of LTAG is its extended domain of lo ality. The re

A

material that is fa tored out is put in separate auxiliary trees that

ursive

an be adjoined.
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S
NP↓
NP

ADV

John

S
VP

ADV

VP

sometimes

V

laughs
derivation tree:
laugh
np

john

laughs

Figure 4
TAG derivation for (7)

As a

VP∗

sometimes

derived tree:
NP

John

VP
V

VP

onsequen e, in the nal derived tree, the

vp

sometimes

ontribution of an elementary tree

an be separated into dierent parts that might be far away from ea h other. For
example, in a long-distan e dependen y su h as (6), the slot for the wh-word and

marry are
think all adjoin

the verb

in the same elementary tree while the trees for

and

to the S node in the middle.

wants, said

(6) Who does John think Bill said Mary wants to marry?
LTAG derivations are represented by derivation trees that re ord the way the
elementary trees are put together. A derived tree is the result of

arrying out

the substitutions and adjun tions. Ea h edge in the derivation tree stands for an
adjun tion or a substitution. The edges are equipped with addresses of the nodes
where the substitutions/adjun tions take pla e. The derivation of (7) in Fig. 4

laugh, the tree for John is
sometimes is adjoined at position vp.

illustrates this: Starting from the elementary tree of
substituted for the node at position

np

and

(7) John sometimes laughs.
In

ontrast to the logi al foundations underlying HPSG, LTAG has very lim-

ited generative

apa ity; it belongs to the

lass of mildly

ontext-sensitive gram-

mar formalisms (Joshi 1985) and only slightly extends the generative
of

apa ity

ontext-free grammars (CFG). This explains why LTAG has attra tive formal

properties; it is polynomially parsable (see among others S habes and Joshi 1988;
Vijay-Shanker and Weir 1993; Nederhof 1997), tree adjoining languages (TAL)
have desirable

losure properties (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1985; Vijay-Shanker

1987), there is a pumping lemma for TALs (Vijay-Shanker 1987), and there is
an extension of pushdown-automata that a

epts TALs (Vijay-Shanker 1987). In

general, the use of LTAG for natural languages is motivated on the one hand
by the fa t that CFGs are not powerful enough to des ribe all natural language
phenomena (Shieber 1985) and on the other hand by the desire to stay as
as possible to CFG in terms of

omplexity and generative

lose

apa ity.
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3.2 LTAG Semanti s with Semanti Uni ation
In the LTAG semanti s approa h we

onsider here (see Kallmeyer and Romero

2007), ea h elementary tree in the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) is linked to
a pair

onsisting of a semanti

representation and a semanti

des ription. These feature stru ture des riptions are used to
for variables in the representations using

feature stru ture

ompute assignments

onjun tion and additional equations

introdu ed depending on the derivation tree.

3.2.1 Semanti Representations and Semanti Feature Stru ture Des riptions As in Kallmeyer and Joshi 2003, we use at semanti representations
in the style of MRS (Copestake et al. 2005): Semanti
a set of labelled Ty2 formulas and a set of s ope
is an expression

x ≥ y

meta-variables (these

x

where

y

hs, ti (propositions).

onstraint

are propositional labels or propositional

representation

numbers, e.g. 1  of type
9

onstraints. A s ope

onsist of

orrespond roughly to holes in Bos 1995).

The formulas in a semanti
as boxed Arabi

and

representations

Ea h semanti

stru ture des ription whi h

e

ontain meta-variables  depi ted
(individuals),

s

(situations) and

representation is linked to a semanti

feature

an in lude the meta-variables from the formulas.

Between the des riptions, feature value equations are

omputed depending on

the derivation tree. From the des riptions and these additional feature equations,
whi h are interpreted

onjun tively, assignments

meta-variables in the semanti
As an example
stru ture of

′

of laugh

laughs

an be inferred for some of the

representations.

onsider the semanti

representation and the semanti

feature

in Fig. 5. The fa t that the meta-variable of the argument

appears in the top (t) feature of the subje t NP node position np

indi ates that this argument will be obtained from the semanti s of the tree

′

substituted at the subje t node. The label of the laugh proposition,

l1 ,

is linked

to the bottom of the VP node. This signies that the proposition l1 is the minimal
proposition

orresponding to this node. If an adverb adjoins at the VP node,

l1

will be embedded under that adverb, and the larger proposition 4 will be provided
by the adverb. Note that the variables in the des ription, e.g., 4 in this example,
need not o

ur in the semanti

representation.



np

l1 : laugh′ ( 1 )

h 
t

i 1

 " 

vp t p
b

p

i 

4

l1

#



Figure 5
Semanti representation and semanti feature stru ture des ription of laughs
Sin e the fo us of this paper is on the use of feature logi s for
semanti s, let us say a little more about the semanti

omputational

feature stru ture des riptions

9 We take the term situation to be more general than worlds: worlds are

onsidered to be spe ial

kinds of situations, namely maximally spe ied situations.
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in LTAG. The feature logi

des riptions serve the sole purpose of putting semanti

representations together; they are a kind of glue. In prin iple, they

ould be

dened either as partial feature stru tures with uni ation or as feature stru ture
des riptions with

onjun tions and equalities. We

hose the latter option sin e

this allows us to use a simple inferen e me hanism for
the meta-variables in our semanti
Our semanti
feature logi

feature stru tures as well as the

are typed. We will

al ulating assignments for

representations.
orresponding terms of the

all the feature stru ture types

tinguish them from the types of the terms in the semanti

fs-types

whole feature stru ture that goes with an elementary tree is of fs-type
has attributes np, vp, et . for all node positions o

to dis-

representations. The

sem

and

urring in the elementary trees

tb (for top-bottom).
of fs-type bindings and

of the TAG (nite for ea h TAG) whose values are of fs-type
These in turn have attributes t and b whose values are

have attributes i, p, s (for individual, proposition and situation) with values
of fs-types

vare

(these are the variables of type

(the labels of propositional type), and

vars

e from our Ty2

language),

(the variables of type

s

varhs,ti

from our Ty2

language) respe tively.
The fs-types do not have a hierar hi al stru ture. In other words, there are no
sub-types (no sort hierar hy) as in the feature logi

of HPSG (in luding LRS).

10

The intuition behind our typed feature stru tures is the following: A semanti
feature stru ture des ription links individuals, situations and propositions to synta ti

positions, i.e., to nodes in the (synta ti ) elementary tree. Ea h node has

a top and a bottom feature stru ture. If no substitution or adjun tion o
a node, top and bottom get identied. Otherwise, they

an have dierent values.

The feature stru ture des riptions linked to the semanti
simple rst order formulas with attributes and with

urs at

representations are

onstants for values of atomi

fs-type, similar to those introdu ed by Johnson (1988, 1990). The main dieren e
is that our logi
We avoid

is typed, thus we do not need a symbol

⊥

for undened values.

omputing potentially undened values by typing our feature terms

and dening terms in su h a way that attributes are applied only to terms of
appropriate fs-types. The logi

we are using is only a fragment of rst order logi

sin e we need neither negation nor disjun tion or universal quanti ation.
We will use fs-variables 0 , 1 , . . .. Feature stru ture des riptions will be given
in the usual AVM notation. An example is provided in Fig. 6, where all
have a

omplex fs-term of the form

a(u)

onjun ts

equated with a simple fs-variable or

fs- onstant.

3.2.2 Semanti Composition

Semanti

omposition

onsists of

onjoining fea-

ture stru ture des riptions while adding further feature value equations. It

orre-

sponds to the feature uni ations in the syntax in Feature Stru ture-based TAG
(FTAG, Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1988) that are performed during substitutions,

10 A tually, one might do without fs-types. Attributes will then denote partial fun tions and, in the
terms of our feature logi , they might o

ur in pla es where they do not make sense be ause their

value is undened. In our logi , the typing disallows building su h terms.
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Corresponding
avm:
 h  i 

Feature stru ture des ription:
i(t(np( 0 ))) = 1 ∧
p(t(vp( 0 ))) = 4 ∧
p(b(vp( 0 ))) = l1

np t

b

0

Figure 6
Feature stru ture des ription in AVM notation
Case 1: substitution
h 
...
γ1 :
p t

...

γ2 :

...

l1

#



...
...

p

γ2 :

i

h 

p

4

Case 2: adjun tion h
t
...
γ1 :
p
b

i

p

i 1

 " 

vp t p

r t ...

...

" 
r t


...

i

#


f b ...

Figure 7
Feature identi ations depending on substitutions and adjun tions

adjun tions and the nal top-bottom uni ations in the derived tree.
In the derivation tree, elementary trees are repla ed by their semanti
sentations plus the

orresponding semanti

feature stru ture des ription. (See the

derivation tree on the left and the stru ture for

omputing semanti s on the right

in Fig. 8.) We assume that ea h time a new elementary semanti
from the grammar, it

repre-

entry is

hosen

ontains fresh instan es of labels, individual and situation

variables and meta-variables. This way, the sets of labels and variables o

urring

in dierent nodes of the derivation tree are pairwise disjoint.
The additional feature equations added at substitution or adjun tion edges
in the derivation tree are depi ted s hemati ally in Fig. 7. They are spe ied as
follows: For ea h edge in the derivation tree from

•

The top feature of position

γ2 ,

position in

p

in

i.e., the features

γ1

to

γ2

with position

p:

γ1 and the top feature of the root
γ1 .p.t and γ2 .r .t are equated (where r

is

the root node position),

•

and if

γ2

γ2

is an auxiliary tree, then the bottom feature of the foot node of

and the bottom feature of position

and

γ2 .f .b

are equated (where

Furthermore, for all

γ

γ .p

p

in

γ1 ,

i.e., the features

γ

γ1 .p.b
γ2 ).

is the position of the foot node in

in the derivation tree and for all positions

that there is no edge from
features of

f

to some other tree with position

p,

p

in

γ

su h

the t and b

are equated.

As an example
with the semanti

onsider the analysis of (7): Fig. 8 shows the derivation tree

representations and the semanti

feature stru ture des riptions

of the three elementary trees involved in the derivation. The formula john

′

(x) is in-
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Semanti

omputation:

l1 : laugh′ ( 1 )



np

i 
 #


4
 

i 1

p

b

vp

john

t

 " 


t p
vp


derivation tree:
laugh
np

h 

l1

sometimes
np

vp
l2 : sometimes′ ( 6 ),

l3 : john′ (x)

"

" 
t

np
b

i

##


6

≥

7

"   #
t
vpr b p l2  



" 
 #


vp t p 7 
f


x

b

Figure 8
Semanti representations and semanti identi ations for (7) John sometimes laughs

terpreted as meaning there is a unique individual

Sometimes

s opes over a proposition 6

John and x is this individual.11

ontaining at least 7 and

ontributes a

new proposition l2 .
The feature value identi ations lead to the identities marked in Fig. 8 with
dotted lines. The top of the subje t NP of
root np of

John

laughs

is identied with the top of the

(substitution) and with the bottom of the root of

top-bottom uni ation). Consequently 1

= x.

The bottom of the VP in

is identied with the bottom and top of the foot vpf of
and nal top-bottom uni ation), yielding 7

laughs

John

= l1 .

sometimes

laughs

(adjun tion

Finally, the top of the VP in

is identied with the top and bottom of the root vpr of

adjun tion and nal top-bottom uni ation), with the result 4
Equality between fs-terms is reexive, symmetri

(nal

sometimes
= l2 .

(again,

and transitive, and it extends

to the dierent attributes allowed for the fs-type of the term. This permits us
to derive further

onjun ts using

orresponding inferen e rules. Conjoining the

dierent feature des riptions on the derivation tree, the new feature equations
and the further
If

δ

onjun ts one

is satisable, we

In order to

an

an derive yields a large des ription
ontinue

δ.

omputing an assignment fun tion from

he k for satisability, we have to

δ.

he k whether for all fs- onstants

c1 , c2 with δ ⊢ c1 = c2 , c1 is indeed equal to c2 . Then, from δ an assignment fun tion g an be obtained for some of the meta-variables o urring in the semanti
representations. We assume that the meta-variables are alphabeti ally ordered.
Then

g

is dened as follows:

11 This is similar to the treatment of proper nouns in DRT of Kamp and Reyle (1993).
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c

n

= c:

for all fs-variables n1 su h that there is no fs- onstant

c with δ ⊢
δ ⊢ n1 = n2 ,

n1

if n2 is the alphabeti ally rst fs-variable su h that

then

for all fs-variables n su h that there is a fs- onstant

with

δ⊢

g( n ) = c,
•

g( n1 ) =

= c:

n2 .

This assignment is then applied to the semanti

representation and the union

of the representations is built. In our example this leads to (8):
(8)

l1 : laugh′ (x), l2 : sometimes′ ( 6 ), l3 : john′ (x),

3.2.3 Disambiguation

The semanti

≥ l1

6

representation obtained in the way de-

s ribed above is usually underspe ied and

annot be interpreted yet. First, ap-

propriate disambiguations must be found. These are assignments for the remaining meta-variables, i.e., fun tions that assign propositional labels to propositional
meta-variables respe ting the s ope
biguations roughly

onstraints. The denition of these disam-

orresponds to the possible pluggings in Bos (1995). The dis-

ambiguated representation is then interpreted
(8) has only one disambiguation, 6
( 6 must be in the s ope of

l2 )

and 6

onjun tively.

→ l1 ,

sin e 6

annot possibly equal

annot possibly equal

l3

l2

(otherwise there

would be no meta-variable left below 6 to be equated with l1 in order to satisfy
the

onstraint 6
(9) john

′

≥ l1 ).

(x) ∧ sometimes′ (laugh′ (x))

3.3 Computational aspe ts
The

omputation of the underspe ied semanti

representation via feature iden-

ti ation on the derivation tree uses the same me hanisms as ordinary LTAG
parsing in a feature stru ture-based TAG (FTAG, Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1988).
The only dieren e is that the set of possible feature values is not nite in general
(e.g., possible values for features of propositional type are l1 , l2 , l3 , . . .). However,
in pra ti al appli ations, the feature value set
omplexity of synta ti

FTAG parsing (whi h is

ing semanti s is the same ex ept for some

an always be limited. Then the

O(n6 )) and FTAG parsing in

lud-

onstant fa tors. There exists already

an extension of an LTAG parser that takes into

onsideration semanti s, assuming

a syntax-semanti s interfa e very similar to the one presented here. It outputs the
TAG derivation trees and the underspe ied semanti

representations

omputed

on these derivation trees (SemConst, Gardent and Parmentier 2005).
The se ond aspe t to

onsider is the

omplexity of the disambiguation, i.e., the

omputation of the dierent readings that an underspe ied representation yields.
In general, the
of the form

omplexity of disambiguating expressions with s ope

x ≥ y

onstraints

is NP- omplete (Koller et al., 2001). But the semanti

resentations we a tually use are

lose to so- alled

rep-

normal dominan e onstraints

(Koller et al., 2003; Fu hss et al., 2004). For this type of

onstraints an e ient

polynomial solver has been developed.
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elementary trees
linked to

adj./subst. determine equations

semanti
representations

semanti feature
stru ture des riptions

linked
to

union

assignment

underspe ied
representation
disambiguations

logi al form

Figure 9
Components of the LTAG system

3.4 Summary: The Overall Ar hite ture of LTAG
As already mentioned, in
The dierent

ontrast to LRS, LTAG is a very modular system.

omponents and their relations are summarized in Fig. 9. The parts

above the horizontal line are

omponents of the lexi on while the parts below

this line are generated in the

ourse of the derivation. The interfa e stru ture

between syntax and semanti s is the derivation tree; it determines lo ally both
the

ompositions of elementary trees and the equations between feature stru ture

des riptions.
Let us emphasize on e again the dieren e in the use of feature logi s: In
LRS, a powerful feature logi
simple feature logi

is used to spe ify the whole grammar. In LTAG, a

(a fragment of rst order logi ) is used to spe ify the argument

requirements/ ontributions of semanti

representations and, as we will see later,

also to spe ify s ope boundaries. In LRS the identities between feature values
stemming from the feature value equations of dierent lexi al entries arise from
general prin iples whi h of

ourse are also dened using the feature logi . In LTAG

even these equations are not part of the TFL des riptions of the grammar writer.
Rather, they arise from an extra feature identi ation me hanism dened on the
derivation tree.

4 Expressing S ope Boundaries with Features
In this se tion we will

ompare the ways in whi h the two frameworks model the

s opal behavior of quanti ational NPs, adverbs and modal verbs. We fo us on the
similarities arising from the use of feature logi s to en ode s ope boundaries, and
we ignore a number of subtle dieren es in the linguisti
LRS grammars. These dieren es primarily

theory between LTAG and

on ern assumptions the nature and
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upper boundary

∃1 x(student′ (x) ∧ . . . )

∀x(professor′ (y) → . . . )

lower boundary
admire′ (x, y)

Figure 10
Depi tion of the s ope window a ounting for the ambiguity in (10)

grammati al

hara terization of s ope boundaries in

omplex NP

or with propositional attitude verbs. We will be interested in

onstru tions

onstru tions like

those in (10)(13):
(10) Exa tly one student admires every professor.

∃ > ∀, ∀ > ∃
(11) Two poli emen spy on someone from every

∀ > ∃ > two

ity.

(among others)

(12) John seems to have visited everybody.

seem > ∀, ∀ > seem
(13) Three girls are likely to

ome.

three > likely, likely > three
As illustrated in the examples (10)(13), in prin iple quanti ational NPs in
English

an s ope freely. An analysis of quantier s ope must minimally guarantee

two things: 1) The proposition to whi h a quantier atta hes must be in the
nu lear s ope of the quantier, and 2) A quantier
higher nite

lause.

12

annot s ope over the next

One way to model this is to dene a s ope window delimited

by a maximal s ope boundary and a minimal s ope boundary for a quantier. This

x (higher node) to y (lower node)
omponent of ) x. Both LTAG and LRS

idea is illustrated in Fig. 10. A dotted edge from
signies that

y

is in the s ope of (i.e., is a

spe ify su h s ope windows for quantiers. We will now outline the two analyses.

4.1 Spe ifying a S ope Window for Quantiers: LTAG
Kallmeyer and Romero (2007) assume that ea h verb spe ies a s ope window for
atta hing quantiers. The lower boundary is the label of the proposition introdu ed by the verb. The upper boundary is a meta-variable. The boundaries are
en oded by features maxs and mins ( orresponding to upper boundary and

12 The linguisti

theory of s ope in LRS is in fa t

ertain synta ti

environments a limited

onstru ted to a

ommodate the assumption that in

lass of quantiers may s ope out of the nite

they synta ti ally originate. We will hen eforth ignore this genuinely linguisti

lause where

dieren e from the

theory formulated in LTAG.
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S
NP

VP



l1 : laugh′ ( 1 ),
2 ≥ 3

V
laughs




np

global

h

mins

h

maxs 2



np global

i

l1

i 1


i

NP
everybody



l2 : every′ (x, 4 , 5 ),
l3 : person′ (x),
4 ≥ l3 ,
6 ≥ 5, 5 ≥ 7



global i

 
np global

Figure 11
LTAG analysis of (14) Everybody laughs




x

mins

7

maxs 6






lower boundary in Fig. 10). Sin e these two features represent a property of
the verb that is not linked to a spe i

node position, they are dened as global

13

features.

(14) Everybody laughs.
Let us go through the analysis of (14), shown in Fig. 11. The lexi al entry of

laugh (the root node of the derivation tree in Fig. 11) provides an upper boundary
maxs = 2 and a lower boundary mins = l1 delimiting the s ope window for
any quantier atta hing to laughs. These boundaries mean that a quantier that
′
atta hes to laughs has to minimally s ope over the laugh proposition (label l1 ),
and it

14
annot s ope higher than 2 .

The semanti s of

everybody

has two parts: The generalized quantier every

′ 15

′
with its restri tion 4 and its nu lear s ope 5 , and a proposition person (x) that
is part of the restri tion ( onstraint 4 ≥ l3 ). The quantier looks for the global
maxs and mins features of the verb it atta hes to in order to nd the upper and
lower boundaries for its nu lear s ope. In the semanti

representation, the nu lear

13 Global features are grouped under a feature global that is linked to the elementary tree as a whole
and not to single node positions. Ea h semanti

representation

an look into the global features of

the mother node in the derivation tree (by putting a request on its root node position or its foot
node position) or into the global features of a daughter (by putting a request on the node position
to whi h the daughter atta hes).
14 In this simple

ase, there are no further

onstraints on the maxs value 2 , i.e., this upper limit does

not have any ee t. However, an attitude verb embedding

laugh

as in (15) would embed the

maxs feature in its propositional argument and thereby prevent the quantiers o
embedded

lause from taking s ope outside of the embedded

laugh

urring in the

lause.

(15) Mary fears that everybody laughs.
Note that existential quantiers su h as

someone always allow

for a referential wide s ope

reading, even when being embedded under an attitude verb. In LTAG we assume that this reading
is not a proper s ope reading but it is obtained by a dierent me hanism.
15 Note that in LTAG, generalized quantiers are treated as onstants of a spe i

q , q(x, p1 , p2 ) an be
hhe, hs, tii, hhe, hs, tii, hs, tiii. In parti

underlying Ty2 logi . For a generalized quantier
this sense,

q

is a

onstant of type

are not treated as syn ategoremati

in LTAG and

type in the

q(λx.p1 , λx.p2 ).

In

ular, generalized quantiers

annot be identied as a spe ial

This is dierent in LRS where a sort hierar hy of subsorts of
formulating prin iples of (immediate) s ope

read as

generalized-quantier

lass of symbols.
is employed in

onstraints and quantier islands (see Se tion 4.2 for

simple prin iples referring to the relevant sorts).
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"

i

NP

[N ]

girls

b p

np

l3 : three (x, 6 , 7 ),
6 ≥ 10 ,
8 ≥ 7, 7 ≥ 9

D

N






5

4 


l4

 

′

∗



#

global mins 5

maxs 4
 



 global mins
maxs
np 




l4 : girl′ ( 3 )

NP

3

"

i

x

 global mins
n 
maxs



t p

three

9
8

#

10





Figure 12
Analysis of NP three girls in LTAG
s ope 5 is situated between the variables 6 and 7 ( onstraints 6

≥

5, 5

≥

7 ). In

order to equate these with the maxs and mins values of the verb, a request for
these features is put on the root node (position np) of

everybody.

The me hanism

of adding feature equations for global features guarantees that this request gets
identied with the global feature of

laughs.

The feature identi ations (indi ated by dotted lines) lead to the

2
(1

≥ 5 , 5 ≥ l1 . With the assignments following
→ x, 6 → 2 , 7 → l1 ), we obtain the semanti

(16)

from the feature identi ations
representation (16):

l1 : laugh′ (x),
l2 : every′ (x, 4 , 5 ), l3 : person′ (x)
2 ≥ l1 ,
4 ≥ l3 , 2 ≥ 5 , 5 ≥ l1

There is one possible disambiguation
namely 2

onstraints

→ l2 ,

(17) every

4

→ l3 ,

5

→ l1 .

onsistent with the s ope

onstraints,

This leads to the semanti s (17):

′ (x, person′ (x), laugh ′ (x))

In order to illustrate the way quantiers intera t with other s ope taking
operators, let us

onsider the analysis of (13)

Three girls are likely to ome. The
three girls is shown in

ombination of the determiner and the noun into the NP
Fig. 12. The generalized quantier

three

arries a request for the global features

maxs (variable 8 ) and mins (variable 9 ) of the tree it atta hes to, whi h is the

girls

tree. This tree, in turn, identies its own global features maxs (variable 4 )

and mins (variable 5 ) with the global features obtained by requesting the global
features of the verb. This means that the request for the global maxs and mins
of the verb at the root of the
s ope boundaries of
restri tion of

three.

three.

girls

tree ultimately

on erns the upper and lower

The p feature provided by

girls

(label l4 ) provides the
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analysis of (13) in LTAG is shown in Fig. 13. The raising pred-

is analyzed like adverbs, using a VP auxiliary tree that adjoins to

the verbal spine of the innitive.

S
NP

NP
Det

VP

VP

N

V

three girls

VP∗

are likely

to ome

derived tree:
S
NP

derivation tree:
to_ ome

VP

three girls

V

V

VP

are likely

V

np

vp

three_girls

likely

to ome
Figure 13
Synta ti analysis of (13) Three girls are likely to ome in LTAG
The semanti

analysis on the derivation tree is shown in Fig. 14. (The node

positions vp1 and vp2 stand for the root and foot node positions of the

likely

tree.) The s ope properties of the raising verb do not depend on the maxsmins
s ope window. Instead, its s ope depends on its atta hment site. It is in a sense
inserted between the top and the bottom part of the VP node to whi h it adjoins,
embedding the proposition it nds at the bottom (here
proposition (label

l2 )

l1 )

and providing a new

at the top. This new proposition is then passed up the

verbal spine. This analysis is motivated by the empiri al observation that in

ases

where more than one operator atta hes to the verbal spine, the order on the spine
determines the s ope order:
(18) John tries to seem to be a ni e boy.

tries > seem > be a ni e boy, ∗ seem > tries > be a ni e boy
The s ope

onstraints for the raising verb intera t with the quantier s ope

window: The larger proposition on the verbal spine, 2 , is below the maxs boundary ( onstraint 3

≥

2 ), and the proposition

raising verb is the mins boundary. As a

l1

ontained in the s ope of the

onsequen e,

likely

also s opes within the

quantier s ope window.
From the additional feature equations in Fig. 14, we obtain the assignments

1

→ x,

2

→ l2 ,

6

→ 3,

7

→ l1 ,

9

→ l1 ,

whi h lead to the semanti

representation

in (19):
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h

maxs 3
mins l1



global

l1 : ome′ ( 1 )
3 ≥ 2

 h 
i

s b p 2
 h


np global i

 " 
#

vp t p 2 
b

np

l3 : three (x, 4 , 5 ), l4 : girl (x)
4 ≥ l4 , 6 ≥ 5 , 5 ≥ 7
′



global i

x

 
np global








i
1 





l1

vp

′



p

maxs
mins

l2 : likely′ ( 8 ),





6


vp1




vp2

7

h 
b

p

h 
t

i

8

l2

p 9

≥

9

i

i

Figure 14
Semanti analysis of (13) in LTAG

l1 : ome′ (x)
l3 : three′ (x, 4 , 5 ), l4 : girl′ (x)
l2 : likely′ ( 8 )
3 ≥ l2 ,
4 ≥ l4 , 3 ≥ 5 , 5 ≥ l1
8 ≥ l1

(19)

This underspe ied representation has the two disambiguations and s ope
orders in (20):
(20) a.

b.

→ l3 , 5 → l2 , 8 → l1 , 4 → l4 .
l3 : three′ (x, l4 : girl′ (x), l2 : likely′ (l1 :

ome

′ (x)))

→ l2 , 8 → l3 , 5 → l1 , 4 → l4 .
l2 : likely′ (l3 : three′ (x, l4 : girl′ (x), l1 :

ome

′ (x)))

3

3

4.2 Spe ifying a S ope Window for Quantiers: LRS
To analyze the senten es (13) and (14) in LRS, we need to introdu e the lexi al
entries for the quanti ational expressions and a new prin iple, the Semanti s

Prin iple. The Semanti s Prin iple of LRS

onsists of

onstru tion-spe i

lauses whi h put restri tions on the possible ways in whi h the semanti
sentations of synta ti
entry of

daughters

an be

repre-

ombined. Let us start with the lexi al

everybody:
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(21) everybody:


phon everybody
"
#



head noun


cat


subcat

ss loc 






index var x


cont

main every(x, α, β)



excont me



lf incont 2 person′ (x)
x, 2 , 2a person′ , 4 every(x, α, β)
parts

&

⊳α&x⊳α&x⊳β

2

From a synta ti

girl

and

point of view,


















everybody is a quantied noun phrase like every

many boys in my lass. The

ombination of quantied noun phrases with

a verbal proje tion is subje t to a restri tion by the Semanti s Prin iple,
given in (22). We introdu e two

lauses of this fundamental prin iple.

one, (22a), applies when a quanti ational determiner
proje tion; the se ond, (22b), governs the

16

The rst

ombines with a nominal

ombination of a quantied noun phrase

with a verbal proje tion.
(22) Semanti s Prin iple:
In ea h

headed-phrase,

the following

onditions hold:

a. if the non-head is a quanti ational determiner then its in ont value
is of the form
a

gen-quantier (x, ρ, ν), the in
ρ, and the in ont value of

omponent of

ont value of the head is
the non-head daughter is

identi al with the ex ont value of the head daughter,

"

#
cat head det
nh-dtr ss loc
→
cont main gen-quantifier



h-dtr lf



 nh-dtr lf


excont
incont
"
incont

1
2
1








# ∧
gen-quantifier 
restr 3

2

⊳





3



b. if the non-head is a quantied NP with an ex ont value of the form

gen-quantier (x, ρ, ν),
ν,

then the in ont value of the head is a

ompo-

nent of

16 The Semanti s Prin iple for LRS was rst formulated with more sub- lauses in (Ri hter and
Sailer, 2001, p. 283), where it still in luded the LRS prin iples in (4a)(4 ). Additional
extended Semanti s Prin iple introdu e

ombinatori

dierent kinds of head-adjun t phrases, and head-ller phrases. In general, these
semanti

restri tions on phrases obtained by

the semanti
a

types or synta ti

and semanti

lauses of an

restri tions on head-marker phrases,

ertain modes of synta ti

lauses

ontribute

ombination and often take

lass of the immediate daughters of the phrase into

ount.
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∀1 
nh-dtr

A


 !

h-dtr lf incont 2


∧ 2 ⊳ 1


"
#
head noun

ss loc cat subcat





→ ∃2

gen-quantifier 
lf excont
scope 1




ording to (22a), when a quanti ational determiner is

nominal head, the internal

ombined with a

ontent of the nominal goes into the restri tor of the

generalized quantier. Note that this is a true ` omponent-of '

onstraint. There

might be more in the restri tor of the generalized quantier than just the internal
ontent of the nominal proje tion. This is the
by a restri tive relative

ase if the nominal is modied

lause or by an interse tive adje tival modier. Their

representations will also be part of the restri tor of the generalized quantier
(with the possible ex eption of

ertain quanti ational operators).

In LRS, the ex ont value of the utteran e is the upper s ope boundary
while the in ont value of the synta ti
lower boundary for s ope. This

head whi h sele ts a quantier is the

an be seen in the analysis of (14), whi h is

depi ted in Fig. 15. The upper boundary is obtained through the intera tion of
1) the LRS Proje tion Prin iple, (4 ), stating that the parts list of a phrase
ontains all elements on the parts lists of its daughters, and 2) the Ex ont

Prin iple, (4b), whi h states that a) the parts list of ea h non-head ontains its
own ex ont, and b) in an utteran e, everything on the parts list is a
of the ex ont. This leads to the

onstraint 4



omponent

6 in Fig. 15, among others. The

lower boundary is obtained from the Semanti s Prin iple, (22b), whi h states
that if the non-head of a headed phrase is a quantier, then the in ont of the
head is a

omponent of its nu lear s ope. This yields 1

β

in Fig. 15.

S



exc 6 every(x, person′ (x), laugh′ (x))
inc 1

pts h 1 , 1a , 2 , 2a , 2b , 4 i

&
comp

1

⊳β&

4

⊳

6

head

NP

VP



exc 4 every(x, α, β)
inc 2 person′ (x)

′
pts h 2 , 2a person , 2b x , 4 i



exc 6
inc 1 laugh′ (x) 
pts h 1 , 1a laugh′ i

& 2 ⊳α
Everybody

laughs

Summary of relevant subterm

Figure 15
LRS analysis of (14) Everybody laughs
The situation be omes more

onstraints: 2

 α,

1

 β,

4



6

omplex when several s ope taking elements in-

tera t, as in the ambiguous senten e (13), repeated in (23).
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(23) Three girls are likely to

ome.

In order to analyze this senten e, we rst need to explain how LRS handles
the

ombination of a quanti ational determiner with a

(24b) introdu e the relevant parts of the lexi al entries for

ount noun. (24a) and

three

and

girls:

(24) a. three:



phon three
"
#



head det



cat


subcat

ss loc 






index var 4a x




cont

main 4 three(x, α, β) 






excont me







lf incont 4 three(x, α, β)
parts
4 , 4a

&x⊳α&x⊳β

b. girls:


"
#

head noun


D
E 

cat



subcat DetP 4a 


ss loc 







index var 4a


cont


′
main girl


 






gen-quantifier


 
excont var 4a

 
lf 
 


 
incont 2 girl′ ( 4a )

′
′
parts
2 girl ( 4a ), 2a girl


phon

Using the rst

girls


lause of the Semanti s Prin iple, we obtain the stru ture

shown in Fig. 16. The nominal head of the noun phrase gains a

x

ess to the variable

introdu ed by the determiner by sele ting the determiner as the rst element

on the sub at list and identifying the argument of the predi ate girl' with the
variable found under index var ( 4a ). A

omparison of the semanti

three girls at the NP node with
everybody (21) immediately reveals

representa-

tion of the quantied noun phrase

the semanti

representation of the quantier

their parallel

stru ture.
Before we
tive adje tive
argument
its verbal
sele ted

an analyze (23) we need to provide the semanti s of the predi a-

likely.

A

ording to (25), it embeds its own in ont value in the

α of the operator likely'. The in

ont value is assumed to be raised from

omplement. Sin e the in ont of the

synsem stru

ture of the

omplement is not part of the

omplement, this in ont raising

ally spe ied in the lexi al entry of

annot be lexi-

likely. Following Sailer (2006) we assume that

a general INC Raising Prin iple takes

are of in ont raising and identies

the in ont values of the appropriate predi ates and their

omplements.
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NP


exc 4 three(x, γ, δ)
inc 3

ps h 4 , 4a , 3 , 3a i

&

⊳γ

3

head

comp
Det

N



exc 4
inc 4 three(x, γ, δ)
ps h 4 , 4a x i



exc 4
inc 3 girl′ (x) 
ps h 3 , 3a girl′ i

three

girls

Figure 16
LRS analysis of three girls

(25) likely:



phon likely






head adj


#+
*"








cat 
cat
head
verb


ss loc 

subcat
loc



cont
main
1b






′


cont main 2a likely






excont me






lf 

incont 1
′
parts
1 , 2 likely (α), 2a

&

1

⊳α&

The semanti
i al entry of

1b

⊳

1

onstraints of the lexi al entry of

laugh

(3b); the auxiliaries

likely but without

predi ates similar to

to

and

are

ome

are parallel to the lex-

are analyzed as in

ontributing any

raising

onstant to the semanti

representations.
Fig. 17 shows the stru ture of (23) whi h follows from the lexi al entries and
the LRS prin iples above. The gure repeats only those subterm

onstraints whi h

are essential to see the treatment of s ope windows and the way the two readings
of the senten e are derived.
The restri tions in Fig. 17 (in

ombination with the grammar of well-formed

expressions of Ty2 presented in Se tion 2.2) leaves two possibilities for the ex ont
value 5 :

=

three(

b. 5

=

likely (three(

′

x,

′

5

(26) a.

x),

girl (

x,

′

′

x)))

′

x)))

likely ( ome (

′

x),

girl (

ome (

The s ope window for the operators in (23) is delineated by the internal
tent of

ome,

1,

and the external

tion, the internal

ontent of the

ontent of ea h sign

s

on-

omplete utteran e, 5 . By deni-

is outs oped by all s ope-taking elements
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S

exc 5
inc 1 come′ (x)
ps h 4 , 4a , 3 , 3a , 2 ,

&

1




2a , 1 , 1a i

⊳δ

head

comp
NP

VP



exc 4 three(x, γ, δ)
inc 3 girl′ ( 4a x) 
ps h 4 , 4a , 3 , 3a i



head

& 3 ⊳γ
Three girls

inc 1
ps h 2 ,

2a , 1 , 1a i

comp

V

exc
inc
ps



AP
5
1
1

are





exc 2
inc 1
ps h 2 ,



2a , 1 , 1a i

head




comp

A

exc 2
inc 1
ps h 1 ,

2

VP

likely′ (α),

& 1 ⊳α
likely




2a i




exc 1
′
inc 1 come (x)
ps h 1 , 1a i

to come

Figure 17
LRS analysis of Three girls are likely to ome

s
ome

ombines. The equality of the in ont of the senten e

of the signs with whi h
with the in ont of

is mediated by the fa t that

to, likely

and

are

are an-

alyzed as in ont raisers whi h identify their own in ont with the in ont of
their VP (or AP) argument. Two subterm
ontent of

ome.

The predi ative adje tive

i al restri tions ( 1

⊳ α).

onstraints intera t with the internal

likely outs

opes 1 a

restri tion that 1 be in the nu lear s ope of the quantier
essen e, these
outs ope

x) must

girl'(

omponent

ome'(

x),

ording to its lex-

Clause b of the Semanti s Prin iple, (22), adds the

three girls

⊳ δ).

In

onstraints demand that both the quantier and likely'

their relative s ope is not determined. Adding the fa t that

be in the restri tor of

three girls

(3

⊳ γ ),

the two expressions in (26)

are the only Ty2 terms satisfying all restri tions of the grammar.
For a

(1

17

omplete understanding of underspe i ation in the HPSG-LRS ar hi-

te ture, it is important to

onsider the (exhaustive) models in the denotation

of the grammar. These models

ontain two stru tures for the senten e (23), one

for ea h reading. The two stru tures are synta ti ally identi al, but one has the

ex ont value in (26a) whereas the other has the ex ont value in (26b). This
means that there is no underspe i ation at the level of semanti

representations.

Underspe i ation is only a matter of the TFL spe i ation of the grammar.

18

17 Note that the reading in (26b) implies 5 = 2 , whi h is not the ase in reading (26a).
18 Underspe i ation is also a ru ial ingredient of the CLLRS implementation. Computation with
CLLRS

an thus be viewed as

omputation using underspe i ation te hniques.
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4.3 Summary: Features and S ope Constraints
The two quantier s ope analyses in LTAG and LRS illustrate two points. The
rst

on erns the

omparison of LTAG and LRS. As we have shown, both ap-

proa hes use a feature ar hite ture for a quantier s ope window to
freedom of quantier s ope within

apture the

ertain synta ti ally dened domains. LTAG

semanti s and LRS use a level of underspe i ation involving ` omponent-of 'onstraints, although the status of the underspe i ation layer of grammar is
dierent in the two frameworks. In nite senten es, there is a

lear

orrespon-

den e between LTAG's attributes maxs and mins and the attributes ex ont
and in ont in LRS. The striking similarity between the two analyses shows that,
despite the mathemati al dieren es between the frameworks,

entral insights

an

be modelled in parallel. Interesting dieren es are expe ted to emerge in detailed
analyses of subtle linguisti

fa ts and possibly in the
19

implementations of LTAG semanti s and CLLRS.

omputational behavior of

An area in whi h dieren es

between the two ar hite tures matter will be dis ussed in the next se tion. As for
omputational dieren es, it is still too early to draw
The se ond point

on erns a

on lusions.

ontrast between feature logi -based

omputa-

tional semanti s and the tradition of logi al form semanti s as an extension of
generative syntax in the style of Heim and Kratzer (1998). As we have demonstrated, the use of feature logi s with feature value identi ations in
with underspe i ation te hniques allows us to avoid synta ti

ombination

movement oper-

ations su h as quantier raising for the representation of s ope. In other words,
features are not only used to establish predi ate-argument relations but they also
serve to determine s ope boundaries. This is possible be ause of the me hanisms
for per olating feature values on the derived tree provided in LRS and LTAG and,
in addition, be ause of LTAG's extended domain of lo ality.

5 Consequen es of En oding Semanti Formulas in a Feature Logi :
The Case of Negative Con ord
Negative
o

on ord

an be

hara terized as a type of

onstru tion in whi h the

urren e of several negation-bearing elements su h as negative quantiers (no

one, nothing)

and negative parti les (not) lead to an interpretation with only one

negation. The analysis of negative

on ord in Polish in LTAG and LRS des ribed

in this se tion highlights dieren es in the theories' implementation of underspe i ation te hniques. They are of parti ular interest to our dis ussion be ause they
go along with the dierent fun tions of the feature logi s in the two frameworks.
Both LTAG and LRS use

omponent-of

onstraints, but they are used in dierent

ways in the two grammar ar hite tures. In LTAG, these

onstraints link under-

spe ied Ty2 terms that are augmented with holes and labels of Hole Semanti s,
while in LRS, they belong to the des riptions of fully spe ied Ty2 terms. The
possibility in LRS of referring to the same Ty2 expressions multiple times and at
dierent points in the

onstituent stru ture of a senten e permits an interesting

19 See the remarks in Se tion 2.3 on CLLRS.
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treatment of negative

on ord whi h

annot be mirrored dire tly in LTAG.

5.1 Negative Con ord in Polish
Polish is a

lassi al negative

tion and negative

on ord language. The basi

fa ts of sentential nega-

on ord in Polish are illustrated in (27)(29):

(27) Janek nie

pomaga oj u.

Janek NM helps

father

`Janek doesn't help his father.'

(28) a.

Janek nie

pomaga nikomu.

Janek NM helps

nobody

`Janek doesn't help anybody.'
b.

∗ Janek pomaga nikomu.

(29) Nikt

nie

przyszedª.

nobody NM

ame

`Nobody ame.'
The verbal prex
o-o

nie is obligatory for expressing sentential negation, and it an
nikt, `nobody/anybody') without

ur with any number of n-words (su h as

ever leading to a double negation reading. As a

onsequen e, (29) expresses only

one logi al sentential negation, although both the negation prex
and the n-word

nikt

an

arry logi al negation alone in other

now present analyses in LTAG and LRS of negative

nie

on the verb

ontexts. We will

on ord in Polish, taking

senten e (29) as our example.

5.2 Con ord Phenomena in LRS
LRS takes advantage of the fa t that its spe i ations of semanti
are des riptions of logi al expressions whi h

representations

an, in prin iple, mention the same

parts of the expressions several times. (30) shows the relevant part of the lexi al

nie przyszedª whi h we need in the analysis of (29).
Following Kup±¢ (2000) we assume that nie is a verbal prex and forms a morphologi al unit with the verb. The lexi al entry of nikt (nobody) in (30a) is similar to
the relevant parts of English everybody in (21). However, as a negative quantier
entries of

nikt (nobody)

and

it also introdu es a negation into the semanti
eives a spe ial treatment. A
is not a

omponent of its external

er. Instead, the
the external

ondition 5

representation. This negation re-

ording to (30a), the negation

⊳β

omponent, 4 , of

nikt

ontent, whi h looks like an existential quantionly demands that the existential quantier in

ontent be in the s ope of the negation.
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(30) a. nikt (nobody):



word

phon hnikti






index var 3b x



ss loc cont


main 5 some(x, γ, δ)





lrs


excont 5 some(x, γ, δ)







lf
incont 3 person′ ( 3b x)


parts h 3 , 3a person′ , 3b , 4 ¬β, 5 i

&

5

⊳β&

3

⊳γ&x⊳ γ&x⊳ δ

b. nie przyszedª (NM

ame):



word
phon hnie przyszedli

D
"


loc cont index var
cat
subcat
ss loc


cont main come′




lrs


excont 0





lf 
′
incont
come
(
)
1
3b



′
parts h 1 , 1a come , 2 ¬α, i

&

In

1

⊳α&

2

⊳

0

ontrast to the spe i ations for

negation within its external



E#

3b











nikt,

the verb

nie przyszedª

realizes the

ontent. The lexi al entry (30b) does this by stating

that the negation, 2 , must be a subterm of the external

ontent, 0 .

Without additional prin iples these lexi al spe i ations are not su ient to
guarantee the only available reading of the senten e (29), i.e., the reading with
a single sentential negation. First of all, nothing enfor es the obligatory presen e
of the negation prex with the nite verb in the presen e of

nikt.

double negation reading may result from not identifying the negation
by

nikt

Se ond, a
ontributed

and by the verb. To over ome these short omings, Ri hter and Sailer

(2004) introdu e two language-spe i
of negative

prin iples whi h determine the behavior

on ord in Polish. We restate these two prin iples informally in (31a)

and (31b).
(31) a. The Neg Criterion:
For every nite verb, if there is a negation in the external

ontent of

the verb that has s ope over the verb's main value, then the negation
must be an element of the verb's parts list.
b. The Negation Complexity Constraint:
For ea h sign, there may be at most one negation whi h is a
of the external

ontent and has the main value as its

omponent

omponent.
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ording to the Neg Criterion for Polish a (nite) verb in the s ope of
ontribute negation itself. The Negation Complexity Con-

negation must

straint limits to one the number of negations taking s ope over a main value
within the proje tion domain of an external
stri tions in pla e, we
that both

nikt

an now derive the meaning of (29) in LRS. Fig. 18 shows

and the verb

and 2 , respe tively). The
for e the negations

ontent. With these additional re-

nie przyszedª

introdu e des riptions of negations ( 4

onstraints on negative

on ord in Polish

ontributed by the two words to be the same in the overall

logi al representation 0 of the senten e ( 2

=

4

(=

⊳β

of

nikt.

The restri tion 1

⊳δ

)). Moreover, the negation
nikt due to the lexi al s ope

0

must outs ope the existential quantier introdu ed by
onstraint 5

onspire to

omes from the se ond

lause of

the Semanti s Prin iple, (22).

S


excont 0 ¬ some(x, person′ (x), come′ (x))
incont 1

parts h 1 , 1a , 2 , 3 , 3a , 3b , 4 , 5 i

&

1

⊳δ

NP

V



excont 5 some(x, γ, δ)
incont 3 person′ ( 3b x)

parts h 3 , 3a person′ , 3b , 4 ¬β, 5 i

&

5

⊳β&
Nikt

3

⊳γ


excont 0

incont 1 come′ ( 3b x)
parts h 1 , 1a come′ , 2 ¬αi


&

1 ⊳ α & 2 ⊳
nie przyszedl

0

Figure 18
LRS analysis of (29) Nikt nie przyszedª (Nobody ame)

5.3 Con ord Phenomena in LTAG
An LRS-style analysis of negative
the feature logi

on ord is not possible in LTAG. Re all that

is not used to en ode the Ty2 formulas as is the

In LTAG, the formulas in the semanti

representations are

obje ts, i.e., dierent subformulas of the nal semanti

ase in LRS.

onsidered dierent

representations we obtain

after disambiguating the underspe ied representation. Therefore, ea h negation
in the interpretation
semanti

orresponds to exa tly one negated term introdu ed in the

representations from the lexi on.

Sin e the interpretation of (29)

ontains only one negation, there

one negation in the lexi al entries involved in the derivation. As there

an be only
an be sev-

eral n-words in a senten e without resulting in multiple negation and the presen e
of the negative marker
The n-word

nikt

nie

is obligatory,

nie

ne essarily introdu es the negation.

an then be analyzed as an existential quantier that requires

1. the presen e of a negation and 2. being in the s ope of this negation.
An LTAG analysis along these lines is sket hed in Fig. 19. It resembles in
many respe ts the NPI analysis proposed in Li hte and Kallmeyer (2006). Let us
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explain its dierent aspe ts.
Verbs have two more global features, besides maxs and mins that were already
introdu ed in Se tion 4: a feature neg indi ating the presen e of a negation and
a feature n-s ope
(as it is the

ontaining the s ope of this negation. If the verb is negated

ase in Fig. 19), the global neg should be set to

should be set to

no.

(In the latter

yes,

otherwise it

ase, the feature n-s ope is irrelevant.) To

a hieve this, we introdu e an additional lo al feature neg on the V node. At the
bottom, this feature has the value

no.

If no negative marker adjoins, this will

be identied with the top (variable 3 ) and passed from there to the global neg.
The negative marker adjoins to the V node and swit hes this lo al neg feature to

yes

by spe ifying neg=

yes

yes gets identied
nie identies its s ope
verb it atta hes to (here 1 = 9 ) and
mins feature, onstraint 9 ≥ 10 ).

at the top of its root node. This

with 3 be ause of the adjun tion. In addition, the negation
(variable 9 ) with the global n-s ope of the
s opes over the proposition of the verb (the

The n-word is an existential quantier. It requires the global feature neg of
the verb it atta hes to to be

yes

thereby

he king the presen e of a negation.

Furthermore, its maximal s ope boundary ( onstraint 7
value of the verb but the n-s ope value (identi ation 1

≥ 6 ) is not the maxs
= 7 ). This ensures that

the existential quantier is in the s ope of the negation.

S
NP
NP
nikt

V

V
nie

VP

V∗

przyszedª

l2 : ome′ ( 2 )
4 ≥ l2



maxs

4




n-s ope 1 
global mins
l2 



3 
neg
 h
 i 



np global i 2

 "

#



 t neg 3

v 

b neg no

np

v

l3 : some′ (x, 5 , 6 ), l4 : person′ (x)
5 ≥ l4 , 7 ≥ 6 , 6 ≥ 8

l1 : ¬ 9
9 ≥ 10





global i x

 "

np global


"

n-s ope 7
mins
neg

8
yes

Figure 19
LTAG analysis of (29) Nikt nie przyszedª


##







global

v1
  



n-s ope 9
mins

t neg yes

As a result, building the union of the semanti



10





representations and applying
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the assignment obtained from the feature identi ation, we obtain the semanti
representation in (32) for Fig. 19:

(32)

l2 : ome′ (x), l3 : some′ (x, 5 , 6 ), l4 : person′ (x), l1 : ¬ 1
4 ≥ l2 , 5 ≥ l4 , 1 ≥ 6 , 6 ≥ l2 , 1 ≥ l2

5.4 Summary: Underspe i ation in LRS and in LTAG
The analysis of negative

on ord demonstrates that the two frameworks dier

substantially in their treatment of underspe i ation: 1. LRS employs partial des riptions of fully spe ied models, whereas LTAG generates underspe ied representations in the style of Bos (1995) that require the denition of a disambiguation
(a plugging in the terminology of Bos). 2. LRS

onstraints

ontain des riptions

of Ty2 terms rather than Ty2 terms. Therefore, unlike in LTAG, two des riptions
an denote the same formula. Be ause of this, the analysis of negative
LRS des ribed above

on ord in

an introdu e several negations at the TFL des ription level

that get identied in the models of the
LTAG, where the feature logi

onstraint system. This is not possible in

only mediates between pie es of underspe ied Ty2

expressions. As a result, LTAG is more limited than LRS. On the other hand, the
way semanti
orrespond to

representations are dened in LTAG guarantees that they almost

normal dominan e onstraints, whi

h are known to be polynomially

parsable (see Althaus et al. 2003).
The dieren e in the use of underspe i ation te hniques ree ts the more
general dieren e between the two types of mathemati al systems: In a generative
linear rewriting system su h as LTAG the elements of the grammar are obje ts
(here: elementary trees paired with sets of Ty2 terms), and
is disallowed during derivations. By

opying or erasing

ontrast, in a purely des ription-based for-

malism su h as HPSG token identities between dierent

omponents of linguisti

stru tures are natural and frequently employed.

6 Feature Logi -Based Semanti Computation and Compositionality
At rst sight, feature logi -based
and LRS do not seem

omputational semanti s systems su h as LTAG

ompatible with a notion of

ompositionality. Clearly, in

these frameworks the derived trees do not determine the meaning of a phrase
in su h a way that it is the result of applying the meaning of one daughter to
the meaning of another (in binary bran hing stru tures). In order to show that
these systems are still

ompositional, we have to identify a dierent stru ture

that determines syntax and semanti s. In this se tion we will sket h some ideas
for LTAG

on erning this question.

The key to answering the question about the
ti s is the fa t that LTAG is a mildly
pro ess (i.e., the pro ess of synta ti

ompositionality of LTAG seman-

ontext-sensitive grammar: The derivation
ombination)

an be des ribed by a

ontext-

free stru ture, the derivation tree. In this se tion we will demonstrate that this
ontext-free stru ture also spe ies the pro ess of semanti
that

orresponds to Hodges' (2001) denition of a

ombination in a way

ompositional semanti s.
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6.1 TAG as a Linear Context-free Rewriting System
TAGs are mildly

ontext-sensitive; they belong to the

lass of linear

ontext-free

rewriting systems (LCFRS, Weir (1988)). Consequently, they have an underlying
ontext-free ba kbone  the derivation trees  that denotes the trees that

an

be derived. In this se tion we will outline how to dene a

ontext-free grammar

des ribing the derivation trees. We

and semanti

an then dene synta ti

tions for this grammar: The synta ti
semanti

denota-

denotations are the derived trees while the

denotations are the resulting semanti

stru ture des riptions one obtains from the

representations plus the feature

onjun tion of the dierent des rip-

tions involved and the equations arising from the substitutions and adjun tions.
An LCFRS

•

onsists of

a generalized
algebra that

ontext-free grammar (GCFG) generating terms in a term
orrespond, in our

ase, to the derivation trees,

•

the (synta ti ) denotations of these terms (the derived trees), and

•

fun tions spe ifying how to

ompute the strings they yield.

In the following, we will ignore the strings produ ed by the terms of the
GCFG. Instead, we will fo us on dening the semanti

6.1.1 The Generalized Context-free Grammar
Grammar (GCFG) is a

disjoint alphabets

•

a start symbol

N

•

a nite set of produ tions

and

S ∈ N,

and

A Generalized Context-free

ontext-free grammar that generates terms. It

•

n ≥ 0, f ∈ F

denotations of the terms.

F,

onsists of

the nonterminals and the fun tion symbols,

and

P of the form A → f (A1 , . . . , An )
A, A1 , . . . , An ∈ N .

where

A GCFG derives a set of terms in the following way:

• A ⇒ f ()

if

∗

A → f ()

is a produ tion.

• A ⇒ f (t1 , . . . , tn ) if there
∗
Ai ⇒ ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

is a produ tion

A → f (A1 , . . . , An )

and

The idea of the GCFG spe ifying the derivations of a TAG is as follows: The
GCFG produ tions spe ify possible adjun tions and substitutions for ea h elementary tree. The elementary trees are the nonterminal symbols of the GCFG. The set

γ spe ies all the derivation trees
γ . In parti ular, the γ -produ tions spe ify the dierent possibilities for the daughters of γ in the derivation tree, i.e., the dierent ombinations
of adjun tions and substitutions possible for γ . More on retely, the produ tions
have the form γ → fγ:p1 ,...,pn (γ1 , . . . , γn ) with γ, γ1 , . . . , γn being elementary trees

of terms one

an derive from some elementary

with root symbol
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p1 , . . . , pn being node addresses in γ . This produ
γ

and

an be atta hed (by substitution or adjun tion) to

Consider for example the TAG in Fig. 20 with the
that

hara terizes the derivation trees.

tain the derivation tree and
is

20

orresponding GCFG

With this grammar, for (33) we ob-

orresponding term tree in (34).

fαl :1,2,22 (fαj (), fβ:ǫ (fβ ()), fαm ()).

γ1 , . . . , γn
p 1 , . . . , pn .

tion indi ates that
at node addresses

21

(The term itself

Interpreted as a bra keted tree, this gives the

se ond tree in (34).)

S

αl

NP

αj

αm

John

NP

NP

VP
V

Mary

β

NP

VP

sometimes

VP∗NA

loves
Corresponding GCFG:

αj → fαj ()
αm → fαm ()
β → fβ ()
β → fβ:ǫ (β)
αl → fαl :1,22 (αj , αm )
αl → fαl :1,22 (αj , αj )
αl → fαl :1,22 (αm , αj )
αl → fαl :1,22 (αm , αm )
αl → fαl :1,2,22 (αj , β, αm )
αl → fαl :1,2,22 (αj , β, αj )
αl → fαl :1,2,22 (αm , β, αj )
αl → fαl :1,2,22 (αm , β, αm )

no subst./adj. to αj
no subst./adj. to αm
no subst./adj. to β
adjun tion of β to the root of β
substitutions of αj and αm at addr. 1 and 22 resp. in αl
...
...
...
subst./adj. of αj , β and αm at addr. 1, 2 and 22 resp. in αl
...
...
...

Figure 20
Sample LTAG and orresponding GCFG

(33) John sometimes sometimes loves Mary

fαl :1,2,22

αl
(34)

1

2

22

αj

β

αm

fαj

fβ:ǫ

fαm

ǫ

β
The general

fβ
onstru tion of the GCFG

•

The nonterminal symbols of

•

For ea h elementary

γ

G

G

for a given TAG is as follows:

are the elementary trees.

without OA

onstraints

22

substitution nodes: there is a zero arity fun tion

and without

fγ

and a produ tion

γ → fγ ().
20 Here, we use Gorn addresses for the positions of the nodes: The root has the address

ǫ

and the

j th

hild of a node with address p has address p · j .
21 We are aware that (33) is not really an English senten e. But for the examples in this se tion, we
try to keep our grammar as small as possible and thus provide only one VP modier. This is why
we hose this odd example.
22 OA stands for obligatory adjun tion. TAG allows one to spe ify for ea h node whether adjun tion
at that node is obligatory or not. If it is obligatory, the node is said to have an OA

onstraint.
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p1 , . . . , pn in γ omprising all OA nodes and all
γ1 , . . . , γn that an be adjoined/substituted at
positions p1 , . . . , pn respe tively: There is a n-ary fun tion fγ:p1 ,...pn and
a produ tion γ → fγ:p1 ,...pn (γ1 , . . . , γn )

For ea h

γ
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and positions

substitution nodes and

6.1.2 The synta ti denotation

The term trees denote derived trees in the

same way as derivation trees determine derived trees:

•

For all produ tions of the form

•

For all produ tions of the form

[[fγ:p1 ,...pn (t1 , . . . , tn )]]syn

γ → fγ (): [[fγ ()]]syn := γ .

γ → fγ:p1,...pn (γ1 , . . . , γn ):
:= γ[p1 , [[t1 ]]syn ] . . . [pn , [[tn ]]syn ].23

For our sample LTAG we obtain:

[[fαj ()]]syn = αj
[[fαm ()]]syn = αm
[[fβ ()]]syn = β
[[fβ:ǫ (X)]]syn = β[ǫ, [[X]]syn ]
[[fαl :1,22 (X, Y )]]syn = αl [1, [[X]]syn ][22, [[Y ]]syn ]
[[fαl :1,2,22 (X, Y, Z)]]syn = αl [1, [[X]]syn ][2, [[Y ]]syn ][22, [[Z]]syn ]

(35)

The synta ti
(36)

denotation of the term tree (34) for (33) is then (36):

[[fαl :1,2,22 (fαj (), fβ:ǫ (fβ ()), fαm ())]]syn = αl [1, αj ][2, β[ǫ, β]][22, αm ]

αl [1, αj ][2, β[ǫ, β]][22, αm ] in (36) denotes the derived tree one
obtains by starting with αl (the likes tree), substituting the node at position 1 for
a tree t1 , adjoining a tree t2 at position 2 and substituting the node at position
22 for a tree t3 where t1 , t2 , t3 are as follows: t1 is the tree αj of John without
any further adjun tions or substitutions, t3 is the tree αm of Mary without any
further adjun tions or substitutions, and t2 (β[ǫ, β]) an be obtained by taking
the sometimes tree β and adjoining to its root (position ǫ) again the sometimes
tree β .
The expression

6.2 Semanti Denotation of the GCFG Terms
The

ru ial question now is whether the GCFG produ tions also spe ify semanti

omposition. In the following we will show that this is the
Let
semanti

σ

ase.

be a fun tion assigning to ea h elementary tree a pair

onsisting of a

representation and a feature stru ture des ription. The fun tion

σ

for

our sample grammar is shown in Fig. 21.
We assume that ea h time a synta ti
in a term,

σ

assigns a fresh instan e of

ategory (an elementary tree

σ(γ)

γ)

o

urs

(i.e., an instan e with fresh labels,

variables and meta-variables).

23

γ[p, γ ′ ] is dened as follows: if γ ′ is (derived from) an initial tree and the node at position p in γ is a
′
′
substitution node, then γ[p, γ ] is the tree one obtains by substituting γ into γ at node position p.
If γ ′ is (derived from) an auxiliary tree and the node at position p in γ is an internal node, then
γ[p, γ ′ ] is the tree one obtains by adjoining γ ′ to γ at node position p. Otherwise γ[p, γ ′ ] is
undened. (Note that the undened

ase

annot happen here due to the

onstru tion of the GCFG.)
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σ(αj ) = hσαj , δαj i := h

,

john′ (x)

σ(αm ) = hσαm , δαm i := h

,

mary (y)

b

ǫ

0

′

 h 

x

 h 


1

σ(αl ) = hσαl , δαl i := h

,

l1 : love′ ( 2 , 3 )

i

i

b

ǫ

1

i

y

i

h 
t

l2 : sometimes ( 6 )
6 ≥ 7
′

σ(β) = hσβ , δβ i := h

i

i 2

i 

 h  i 


22 t i 3 
 "


#


t p 5 
2


b

4

i

,

 h 
ǫ b p
 h


2

8

p

t

i

l1

l2

p 7

i

i

i

Figure 21
Fun tion σ for LTAG from Fig. 20
Now we have to dene the semanti
the semanti

fun tions

orresponding to the

denotations of the terms in our term algebra.

24

fγ... ,

In order to

i.e.,

ompute

the semanti s of a node in the term tree, we need to know a) the unions of the
semanti

representations from the subtrees, b) the feature stru ture des riptions

omputed from the dierent subtrees, and

) the top fs-variables of the feature

δ linked
top(δ) be the unique
(E.g., in Fig. 21, top(δαj ) = 0 , top(δαm ) = 1 . . .) We then dene
′
denotations as triples hσγ , δγ , top(δγ )i where the three omponents

stru ture des riptions of the daughters. For a feature stru ture des ription
to the semanti
top variable.
our semanti

representation of an elementary tree, let

orrespond to a) ) above.

hσ, δi
δ.

For a pair
following from

σ

let

be the result of applying to

Let us rst illustrate the idea of the semanti

σ

the meta-assignments

denotations looking at some

terms from our sample grammar.
(37)

[[fαj ()]]sem := hσαj , δα′ j , top(δαj )i
δα′ j

=

δαj

V

{t(p(top(δαj ))) = b(p(top(δαj ))) | p

This means that the semanti
atta hing to it

δαj

(third

denotation of the tree

position in

αj

αj }

with no other trees

onsists of the top variable of the feature stru ture des ription

omponent), the des ription

for all nodes (se ond

fαm ()

24 For simpli ity we do not

δαj

onjoined with top-bottom equations

omponent), and the semanti

applying the assignment arising from
denotations for

with

and

fβ ()

δαj

representation obtained from

and the new equations to

σαj .

The

look similar.

onsider global features (an extension to global features is straightforward).
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[[fβ:ǫ (X)]]sem := hσβ ∪ σX , δ′ , top(δβ )i

where

[[X]]sem = hσX , δX , topX i

with

δ′

fX

=

δβ ∧ δX
∧t(ǫ(top(δβ ))) = t(ǫ(topX )) ∧ b(ǫ(top(δβ ))) = b(fX (topX ))
V
{t(p(top(δβ ))) = b(p(top(δβ ))) | p 6= ǫ, p position in β}

gives the foot node position of the tree

the form

γ

su h that the term

X

has

fγ... (. . .).

For terms denoting adjun tions or substitutions, things are more
The new des ription is the
ditional equations

omplex:

onjun tion of the daughter des riptions plus ad-

orresponding to the adjun tions/substitutions and the nal

top-bottom identi ations. In (38) these new equations identify the top of the
adjun tion site (address

ǫ)

in

β

with the top of the root of the adjoined tree,

and the bottom of the adjun tion site (address

ǫ)

in

β

with the bottom of the

foot node of the adjoined tree. Furthermore, for all positions in

β

other than the

adjun tion site, top and bottom are identied. The new semanti
is of

representation

ourse the union of the representations from the daughter denotations after

appli ation of the assignment

omputed from the new des ription.

The general denition of the semanti

•

For all produ tions of the form
of

γ → fγ ():

Take a fresh instan e

hσγ , δγ i

σ(γ).

[[fγ ()]]sem := hσγ , δγ′ , top(δγ )i
δγ′
•

denotation is as follows:

=

δγ

with

{t(p(top(δγ ))) = b(p(top(δγ ))) | p

V

position in

γ}

γ → fγ:p1 ,...pn (γ1 , . . . , γn ): Without loss of
p1 , . . . , pk (0 ≤ k ≤ n) be the substitution node positions
p 1 , . . . pn .

For all produ tions of the form
generality let
among the

Take a fresh instan e

hσγ , δγ i

σ(γ).

of

[[fγ:p1 ,...pn (X1 , . . . , Xn )]]sem := hσγ ∪ σX1 ∪ · · · ∪ σXn , δ′ , top(δγ )i
δ′ = δγ ∧ δX1 ∧ . . . δXn
Vn
t(pi (top(δγ ))) = t(ǫ(topXi ))
Vi=1
n
b(pi (top(δγ ))) = b(fXi (topXi ))
Vi=k+1
{t(p(top(δγ ))) = b(p(top(δγ ))) | p ∈
/ {p1 , . . . , pn },
p position in γ}

with

John sometimes sometimes loves Mary.
fαl :1,2,22 (fαj (), fβ:ǫ (fβ ()), fαm ()). The om-

Let us go ba k to the example (33)
The term des ribing its derivation was
putation of the semanti

denotation of this term is shown in Fig. 22.

We have shown that for ea h LTAG

G, a GCFG

an be dened that generates

a term algebra des ribing the stru tural analyses of the strings generated by
the sense of having synta ti

G in

denotations that are the derived trees yielding these

strings. For this term algebra, there are
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[[fβ ()]]sem = hσβ1 , δβ1 ,
σβ1
′
δβ1

=
=

11 i

LRS and LTAG

with

l3 : sometimes′ ( 9 ),

9

≥

10

p(b(ǫ( 11 ))) = l3 ∧ p(t(2( 11 ))) = 10
∧t(ǫ( 11 )) = b(ǫ( 11 )) ∧ t(2( 11 )) = b(2( 11 ))

[[fβ:ǫ (fβ ())]]sem = hσβ2 , δβ2 , 8 i with
′

σβ2

=

′
δβ2

=

l2 : sometimes′ ( 6 ), l3 : sometimes′ ( 9 ),

p(b(ǫ( 8 ))) = l2 ∧ p(t(2( 8 ))) =

6

≥

7

,

9

≥ l2

7

′

∧δβ1
∧t(ǫ( 8 )) = t(ǫ( 11 )) ∧ b(ǫ( 8 )) = b(2( 11 ))
∧t(2( 8 )) = b(2( 8 ))
[[fαj ()]]sem = hσαj , δα′ j , 0 i with
σαj

=

δα′ j

=

john′ (x)

i(b(ǫ( 0 ))) = x
∧t(ǫ( 0 )) = b(ǫ( 0 ))

[[fαm ()]]sem = hσαm , δα′ m , 1 i with
σαm

=

δα′ m

=

mary′ (y)

i(b(ǫ( 1 ))) = y
∧t(ǫ( 1 )) = b(ǫ( 1 ))

[[fαl :1,2,22 (fαj (), fβ:ǫ (fβ ()), fαm ())]]sem = hσαl , δαl ′ , 4 i with
σαl

=

δα′ l

=

john′ (x), mary′ (y), l1 : love′ (x, y),
l2 : sometimes′ ( 6 ), l3 : sometimes′ ( 9 ),
6 ≥ l1 , 9 ≥ l2

i(t(1( 4 ))) = 2 ∧ i(t(22( 4 ))) = 3
∧p(t(2( 4 ))) = 5 ∧ p(b(2( 4 ))) = l1
′

∧δα′ j ∧ δβ2 ∧ δα′ m
∧t(ǫ( 0 )) = t(1( 4 ))
∧t(ǫ( 1 )) = t(22( 4 ))
∧t(2( 4 )) = t(ǫ( 8 )) ∧ b(2( 4 )) = b(2( 8 ))
∧t(ǫ( 4 )) = b(ǫ( 4 )) ∧ t(21( 4 )) = b(21( 4 ))

Figure 22
Computation of the semanti denotation for (33) John sometimes sometimes loves Mary
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b

giving the semanti

in the term algebra (b(f ())
(ii) and rules

rf

denotations of atomi

expressions

f ()

:= [[f ()]]sem ),
rule) f in the term
[[γ1 ]]sem , . . . [[γn ]]sem .

spe ifying for ea h fun tion (synta ti

algebra how to

ompute

[[f (γ1 , . . . , γn )]]sem

from

The relationship between the term algebra generated by the GCFG and the
semanti

denotation given by (i) and (ii) dire tly

orresponds to a property of

meaningful terms in a term algebra whi h Hodges establishes as one of four equivalent ways to

hara terize a

ompositional semanti s (Hodges, 2001, p. 12, Theo-

rem 4 (b)). Hodges denes a grammar as a set of expressions that
from atomi

expressions by

The admissible synta ti

ombining them a

ombinations are

term algebra, where a term

t is grammati

a stru tural analysis. In our

an be obtained

ording to a set of synta ti

rules.

aptured by means of a grammati al

al if its value is dened and

t is assigned

ase, the GCFG generates all grammati al terms of

G. (i) and (ii) above determine the semanti denotations for ea h term.
result, ea h term is µ-meaningful in the sense of Hodges' Theorem 4, and

the LTAG
As a

LTAG semanti s fullls the requirements of a

ompositional semanti s.

25

6.3 Summary: LTAG and Compositionality
As we have shown, sin e LTAG belongs to the

lass of linear

ontext-free rewriting

systems, it is possible to dene a term algebra des ribing the synta ti

omposition

(the substitutions and adjun tions) su h that the semanti s of a term
depends only on

f

LTAG semanti s is

and the semanti s of the subterms

t 1 , . . . , tn .

f (t1 , . . . , tn )

In this sense,

ompositional.

For LRS, it is less obvious whether

ompositionality

an be shown. We still

need to identify the relevant stru tures that determine syntax and semanti s.
A starting point might be to look for some kind of fun tor-argument stru ture,
similar to LTAG derivation trees. We leave this issue for further resear h.

7 Con lusion
We presented and

ompared two approa hes to

and LTAG semanti s. They are formulated in

omputational semanti s, LRS
onsiderably dierent grammar

frameworks but agree on the use of feature logi s as a

entral me hanism in the

spe i ation of dependen ies between the meaning of synta ti
their
ti

onstituents and

omponents. This idea sets them apart from most of the

theories of natural languages, whi h use the lambda

semanti

urrent seman-

al ulus for spe ifying

omposition.

Beyond their use of feature logi
number of additional

ommon

in semanti

omposition, we

an identify a

hara teristi s of LTAG semanti s and LRS: They

both 1. use a Ty2 language for semanti s; 2. allow underspe i ation (s ope
straints,

≥,

in LTAG semanti s;

25 Hodges (2001) proposes two alternative

omponent-of

onstraints,

hara terizations of a

use here is the stronger, more restri ted version, whi h we

,

on-

in LRS); 3. use

ompositional semanti s. The one we

onsider the more interesting notion of

ompositionality for linguisti s.
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logi al des riptions for semanti

omputation, in luding the identi ation of the

arguments of logi al fun tors; 4. use the feature logi s for spe ifying the upper and
lower s ope boundaries of quanti ational operators; 5. are designed for

ompu-

tational appli ations. Due to these similarities, the analyses of several empiri al
phenomena and

ertain generalizations about the nature of semanti

tion in natural languages

omposi-

an be formulated in almost identi al ways in the two

theories. Among these we fo ussed on the treatment of quantier s ope, and the
me hanisms for identifying semanti

arguments using attribute values rather than

fun tional appli ation with the lambda

al ulus.

7.1 Dieren es between LRS and LTAG
LRS stru tures are spe ied by means of a typed feature logi
the spe i ation of all aspe ts of semanti
ti

omposition the feature logi

syntax of the semanti

that supports

omposition. In fa t, beyond seman-

an even take over the task of spe ifying the

representation language, Ty2. This `all-in-one' strategy is

parti ularly attra tive in

ombination with a grammar framework su h as HPSG,

be ause it makes it possible to investigate the syntax-semanti s interfa e with
a uniform model theory that applies to the synta ti
guages as well as to the semanti

stru tures of natural lan-

representations that are asso iated with them.

From an abstra t point of view, the intuitive fun tion of LRS
meaning of utteran es is 1. to spe ify the meaning
utteran es in whi h they o
mode of synta ti

onstraints on the

ontributions of words to the

ur, and 2. to govern the way in whi h a parti ular

ombination restri ts the possibilities of putting the meaning

ontributions of lexi al elements together.
In

ontrast to LRS in HPSG, LTAG is a modularly organized system with

mathemati ally

learly separated subsystems. The synta ti

framework is a tree-

generating grammar. The elementary trees of the TAG system are linked to underspe ied semanti

representations that are augmented with feature logi al ex-

pressions. The underspe i ation te hniques that are applied to the semanti
resentations

ome from Hole Semanti s (Bos 1995). A feature logi

rep-

extension of

the underspe ied representations is responsible for the treatment of predi ateargument relationships and the s ope of quanti ational operators. Semanti

om-

putation adds feature value equations to the lexi al spe i ations; these feature
value equations are triggered by synta ti
The semanti

operations in the derivation of trees.

representation whi h results from the synta ti

derivation is an un-

derspe ied representation that awaits further disambiguation. The disambiguation pro edure then leads to the interpretation(s) of a senten e in terms of sets of
fully spe ied logi al formulas. The disambiguation step

an be viewed as another

modular extension of the overall ar hite ture and is performed a

ording to the

te hniques of Hole Semanti s.
Both LRS and LTAG semanti s use feature logi s to express predi ate-argument relations and also to treat s ope boundaries. However, from a te hni al
perspe tive they do this in

ompletely dierent ways. LRS as a whole is formulated

in an expressive feature logi . Every element in an HPSG grammar with LRS is
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26

a logi al des ription.
iples'. The linguisti
per eived as

Linguists

all these logi al statements the `grammar prin-

expressions that are the subje t of linguisti

theorizing are

ongurations of entities li ensed by the totality of logi al statements

in the grammar. In parti ular, the Ty2 terms that indi ate the real world-meaning
of linguisti
We

expressions are also among the stru tures li ensed by the grammar.

an say that they are in the denotation of the set of feature logi al state-

ments that

onstitute the grammar. The feature logi

other hand, is simply a restri ted rst order logi
underspe ied semanti

of LTAG semanti s, on the

that serves solely to

ompute

representations. In this ar hite ture the feature logi

nothing to do with the semanti

has

representations linguists are interested in when

they want to know the meaning of an utteran e. Therefore the models of the
feature stru ture des riptions never play a role in the LTAG ar hite ture.
This dieren e is related to a mu h more general dieren e between Headdriven Phrase Stru ture Grammar and Tree Adjoining Grammar. HPSG takes
a model theoreti

view on natural languages. It sees the task of linguists in the

logi al spe i ation of the well-formed expressions of a natural language with
a uniform typed feature logi

for all modules of grammar. To make this a fea-

sible enterprise, the feature logi

must be very exible and expressive, be ause

the kinds of prin iples linguists might want to express and the kinds of stru tures they might want to

hara terize

annot be anti ipated. The starting point

of LTAG is quite dierent. LTAG belongs to the
grammar formalisms, whi h is a

lass of mildly

ontext-sensitive

lass of formal systems with attra tive

tional properties for parsing. The entire ar hite ture of the semanti
in LTAG is guided by the desire to uphold its mildly
a

onsequen e, the feature logi

extension of the

omputa-

framework

ontext-sensitive nature. As

ore formalism is kept as weak

as possible.
A key aspe t of mildly

ontext-sensitive grammars is that they are dened in

a way as to guarantee the existen e of an underlying
uniquely determines both synta ti
su h a

and semanti

ontext-free stru ture that

omposition. The existen e of

ontext-free stru ture that links syntax and semanti s justies the

that LTAG semanti s is

ompositional. In HPSG a

orresponding

stru ture might exist for some grammars or even for a parti ular

laim

ontext-free

lass of HPSG

grammars with LRS, but its existen e is not guaranteed by the linguisti

frame-

work or the TFL formalism itself. It is the responsibility of the grammar writer to
make sure that stru tures in the denotation of his grammar meet these or similar
onditions.
The dieren e in the use of underspe i ation in LTAG semanti s and in LRS
that we dis ussed in this paper goes in the same dire tion. LRS employs partial des riptions of fully spe ied models. It follows immediately that two Ty2
term des riptions in grammati al

onstraints

an denote the same formula in the

model of an utteran e in the denotation of the grammar. LTAG generates underspe ied representations

onsisting of (pairwise distin t) sub-formulas linked by

26 Apart from the signature, whi h the linguist has to de lare before writing the prin iples of
grammar. See Se tion 2.1 for a short explanation.
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onstraints. If a type-identi al formula is mentioned twi e in grammati al

des riptions, the two o

urren es of the formula are ne essarily distin t tokens.

As distin t tokens they will stay distin t throughout all semanti
during the derivation of a senten e. As rst- lass

omputations

itizens of the grammar ar hi-

te ture, the underspe ied representations of LTAG semanti s also require the
expli it denition of a disambiguation pro edure.
The heavily parsing-oriented aspe t of its overall ar hite ture makes LTAG
ultimately less exible than LRS. Semanti
of (partially) identifying semanti
synta ti

on ord

annot be the

units. What we get in return are, on e more, desirable

properties: LTAG's semanti

onsequen e

representations of sub- onstituents in larger
omputational

representations and the stru tures that the s ope

onstraints impose on them guarantee that the
resentations resulting from semanti

normal dominan e onstraints, whi

onstraints on underspe ied rep-

omputation are just a slight extension of

h are known to be polynomially parsable. One

of the goals of resear h in LTAG semanti s is to show that its extension of normal dominan e

onstraints still stays within the realm of polynomially parsable

systems.

7.2 General Properties of Feature Logi -based Semanti Computation
Despite the ar hite tural dieren es, the two frameworks for
manti s share several important

omputational se-

hara teristi s. We believe that these

ommon

features are general properties of frameworks with feature logi -based semanti
omputation. These frameworks

an be distinguished in two respe ts from the

inuential frameworks in the immediate tradition of generative syntax su h as
Heim and Kratzer 1998:
First, they avoid fun tional appli ation as the main method of semanti

om-

position, whi h also means that they do not obligatorily pair up synta ti

rules

and semanti

translation rules. One immediate

onsequen e of not using fun -

tional appli ation and similar operations as the mode of semanti

omposition is

that the feature logi -based frameworks do not have to appeal to type shifting
the semanti s of lexi al (or even phrasal) elements either, whi h is ne essary in
other theories in order to allow for all ne essary fun tional appli ations in the
ourse of semanti

27

omposition.

artefa t of the lambda

Similarly, type raising to the worst

all elements of a given synta ti

ategory in the pro ess of semanti

the same way, even though the basi
a given synta ti

ase is an

al ulus-based systems whi h is needed to be able to treat

ategory

semanti

types of some lexi al

omposition
lasses within

ould in prin iple be mu h simpler. A famous example

is the type raising of proper names to quantiers to obtain a uniform type for all
nominal phrases. The feature logi -based systems will always analyze every lexi al
element with the simplest available typing that is

27 The families of relations

alled

ompatible with the empiri ally

argument raising and value raising in the

Flexible Montague

Grammar of Hendriks (1993) are one possible implementation of the te hnique of type shifting. In a
lexi alized version Flexible Montague Grammar is also
makes it possible to

ompatible with HPSG (Sailer 2003), whi h

ompare LRS and a semanti s using type shifting operations within one

grammar framework; see Ri hter (2004a) for details.
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behavior of the element.

Se ond, we saw that feature logi

onstraints permit a straightforward and

exible spe i ation of s ope boundaries. In parti ular, the use of feature logi s
in

ombination with underspe i ation avoids the introdu tion of otherwise unmo-

tivated synta ti

movement operations su h as a tree- ongurational me hanism

of quantier raising (`QR'). Consequently, our syntax is very surfa e-oriented;
synta ti

stru ture is assumed only for those units whi h

synta ti

grounds. Postulating a level of logi al form (often

literature) to provide an additional layer of synta ti

an be argued for on
alled LF in the

stru ture for

the semanti s whi h potentially introdu es many empty

omputing

ategories is superuous.

Computational implementations may thus fo us on synta ti

representations that

are known to be tra table more e iently instead of having to deal with an inonvenient stru tural overhead with opaque properties, whi h, moreover, might
hange dramati ally as the semanti

theory develops.

It is interesting to note that the use of a standard semanti
language su h as Ty2 in our two frameworks is
ture logi s in the

representation

losely related to the use of fea-

ombinatori s. Expressions of Ty2 be ome available as

on rete

stru tures due to the existen e of independent me hanisms for per olating feature
values on the derived syntax tree. In LTAG, the extended domain of lo ality of the
elementary trees provides additional support for a dire t spe i ation of semanti
representations in a standard higher-order logi .
The large and in reasingly important resear h area of synta ti

and semanti

li ensing requirements is an empiri al domain in whi h a mathemati ally pre ise
theory of features and feature values provides a rm basis for expressing elegant
generalizations. Su h

ontextual fa tors keep gaining ground in

linguisti s, where they appear in the form of
are also of interest in
of a

ollo ation

omputational

onditions, and they

omputational pragmati s. A typi al synta ti

ontextual li ensing

ondition is the LTAG analysis of negative

example
on ord of

Se tion 5.3; a related LTAG analysis of NPI (negative polarity item) li ensing was
proposed by Li hte and Kallmeyer (2006). Similarly, Ri hter and Soehn (2006)
propose a theory of NPI li ensing in HPSG that
elements of a theory of idiomati

ombines an LRS semanti s with

expressions. This theory of idioms was originally

presented by Soehn (2006), who built on previous HPSG work on idioms that
had produ ed a general ar hite ture of a grammar module for the des ription of
various kinds of
in semanti

ollo ations. Feature logi -based theories of

ontext

representations of the type that we see in the semanti

onditions
omposition

me hanisms of LRS and LTAG semanti s may thus be viewed as a natural variant
and new bran h of feature logi -based theories of
ourse of these developments, semanti
more similar to other linguisti

ontextual li ensing. In the

omposition may nally be ome mu h

me hanisms than was assumed when it was set

apart from other modules of grammar by ex eptional
LTAG semanti s as well as LRS have emphasized

omposition me hanisms.
omputational

onsidera-

tions of grammar design from the start. HPSG has always gured prominently
in grammar implementation eorts; LRS has been implemented as the CLLRS
module of the TRALE grammar development system (Penn and Ri hter 2004,
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2005). However, unlike in our dis ussion of LTAG semanti s, in whi h we have
paid attention to many

omputational aspe ts, we largely ignored

omputational

issues in LRS. The reason was that appre iating the relationship between CLLRS
and LRS presupposes a mu h more detailed study of the model theory of LRS
than is appropriate in the present

ontext. The starting point of an e ient LRS

implementation is the investigation of the intended models of an LRS grammar,
and a thorough understanding of the intera tion of the LRS
ta ti

onstraints with syn-

onstraints. On the basis of the models of the logi al theory of LRS, CLLRS

provides a separate
tended

onstraint language spe i ally designed to reason over the in-

lass of models. Giving up the generality of a feature logi

CLLRS oers new
ontribution

onstraint primitives su h as

omponent-of

su h as RSRL,
onstraints and

onstraints to support pre isely those kinds of statements that are

prominent in LRS prin iples. Sin e CLLRS

an be dened as an extension of a

standard feature logi , with whi h it may share meta-variables, the tight integration of syntax and semanti s remains possible. The
of the resulting system depends on the

omputational e ien y

onstraint handling system of CLLRS

and its resolution pro edures for underspe ied des riptions of expressions of the
higher-order logi . In

urrent resear h, optimizing the

omputational behavior of

CLLRS in response to pra ti al experien es with implemented CLLRS grammars
28

is an important issue.

There exist several LTAG parsers and a large

overage grammar for English

(XTAG Resear h Group 2001). However, this grammar does not in lude a semanti s yet. More re ently the Metagrammar (MG) tool developed in Nan y (Crabbé
and Du hier 2004) was augmented by fun tions for the
semanti

ompa t spe i ation of a

module in a TAG. Gardent and Parmentier (2005) presented a parser for

pro essing syntax and semanti s whi h builds on the grammar format supported
by the MG tool.

7.3 Open Questions
An obvious open question is whether HPSG with LRS is a
ti s. In Se tion 6 we sket hed a non-trivial notion of
semanti s whi h

ru ially relied on an underlying

the derived trees of the TAG

ompositional seman-

ompositionality for LTAG

ontext-free stru ture linking

omponent to underspe ied semanti

representa-

tions. For LRS, we still need to identify the relevant stru tures that determine
a

ompositional relationship between the synta ti

However, the fa t that su h stru tures exist in a

stru tures and the semanti s.
losely related framework su h

as LTAG semanti s indi ates that nding them might not be as di ult as a rst
look at the LRS ar hite ture might suggest.
Another interesting topi

for further resear h is the problem of a more exa t

spe i ation of the relationship between the feature logi

attributes for semanti

representations in LTAG and LRS. In the present paper, we fo used on how the use
of semanti

feature values in the two systems leads to systems with very similar

overall fun tions. Pursuing the te hni al details of the two systems further, it

28 For some more remarks on the relationship between LRS and CLLRS, see Se tion 2.3 above.
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might even be possible to identify translation pro edures from one framework to
the other. The possibility of translating semanti
implemented in dierent frameworks

analyses between two grammars

ould be a very interesting appli ation for

omputational grammar development.
As we emphasized throughout this paper, the limited generative

apa ity of

the LTAG formalism is desirable be ause it guarantees a satisfa tory
tional behavior of LTAG grammars in the general
that this

onvenien e

of the framework o
ena

omputa-

ase. It is not very surprising

omes at a pri e. The heavy restri tions on the expressivity
asionally

ause problems: Some natural language phenom-

annot be des ribed within traditional TAG. Most TAG extensions that have

been proposed to remedy these problems involve the fa toring of elementary trees
into multi omponent sets (Weir, 1988; Rambow, 1994; Kallmeyer, 2005). This
means that the lexi al entries are no longer just single trees; they be ome sets
of trees. If one of these lexi al tree sets is used in a derivation step, then all of
its elements must be added in this derivation step by substitution or adjun tion.
If the TAG framework is to rea h a better empiri al

overage in syntax and in

semanti s, extending the present syntax-semanti s interfa e to these new TAG
variants is an important issue for future resear h. For example, re ent extensions
of LTAG to multi omponent sets lead to greater su
order variability, and this extension in synta ti

ess in the des ription of word

overage leads to new questions

at the syntax-semanti s interfa e. One of them is the problem of

apturing rela-

tions between word order and meaning in languages su h as German that require
a multi omponent extension of LTAG. First ideas on these topi s are presented in
Kallmeyer and Romero (2006). The

onne tion of LTAG semanti s to LRS might

also be useful here, sin e the treatment of free word order languages has re eived
mu h attention in HPSG.
We hope that our

omparison of LRS and LTAG semanti s will

to an in reasing and fruitful intera tion between the resear h
whi h the two theories originate. The
su

ontribute

ommunities from

omparison highlighted some important

essful features that the two theories have in

ar hite tural dieren es between the two systems,

ommon. Due to the signi ant
omparing them also improved

our understanding of those properties whi h distinguish both of them as feature
logi -based approa hes to semanti

omposition from the

urrent alternative the-

ories of the syntax-semanti s interfa e. At the same time, the dieren es between
LRS and LTAG semanti s, in parti ular the dieren es in the motivation behind
their major design de isions, are substantial enough to make one of the systems
o

asionally more su

essful in some tasks than the other. It is again the

ore of the two systems that

an be useful in transfering su

ommon

essful solutions in

one system to the other for their mutual benet.
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